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It’s likely Sidney will get its cour­
troom this year — although Monday 
B.C. Buildings Corporation spokesman 
John Pitcher wouldn’t commit himself 
to a date.
The corporation first has to find a site. 
suitable for construction of the cour­
troom — estimated to cost between 
$300,000 and $350,000 — but Pitcher 
says it will be a small building and 
should only take four months to build.
“But first we have to talk to the city 
and see if they have any ideas. Then we 
have to find out what land is available, 
how much it will cost — things like 
that.”
Originally the courtroom, promised 
for September, 1979, was to have been 
located in Sidney town hall and operate 
out of council chambers.
However, Finance Minister and 
Saanich and the Islands MLA Hugh 
Curtis said Friday the municipality had 
extended its space requirements to such 
an extent that operation of the cour­
troom in chambers would cause com­
plications.
Curtis said it had been pointed out to 
him that in other communities where 
municipal facilities were shared with a 
court it had provoked demands that the 
court vacate the premises.
Curtis said it had been decided to 
build a permanent courthouse in Sidney. 
A treasury board submission from the 
attorney-general requesting BCBC find 
a suitable site and request tenders for the 
construction has been approved, he 
■ said/.,:'-:-;
Curtis said although dt was mitially 
proposed the court sit for one day a 
week, it is now anticipated the demand 
will warrant a two-and-a-half to three- 
day sitting requirement. s
When the court is established it’s 
proposed the sitting will conform to 
caseload requirements, he said.
“The peninsula is a high-growth 
region and it is not hard to imagine a 
fulltime facility with an expanded sitting 
requirement within the next five to 10 
years.”
Mayor Norma Sealey said Friday at 
least Sidney was “one step further 
towards the courtroom,”
The new building will include a 
courtroom, judge’s chambers, public 
waiting and interviewing rooms, witness 
and police waiting accommodation, an 
administration area and acute holding 
facilities (for daytime use only).
Pitcher said the idea was "to do it as 
quickly as possible.”
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, North Saanich
Spring has arrived, and with it newborn lambs such as this week-oidpm held by Kyla Craddock.
“It had a promising beginning. 
Followed by a period of disintegration. 
Then there was a Phoenix-like reap­
pearance from the ashes — but when the 
smoke cleared all that was left was 
ashes.”
This was Aid. Ross Martin’s 
description of the Sidney Days Society 
during a discussion of the Society’s 
affairs at Monday night’s council 
meeting.
Council was considering a request 
from Aid. Eleanor Sowerby, society 
president, for funds and backing for the 
annualJuly 1 event.
Faced with a barrage of criticism from 
aldermen — muted only by gestures to 
the hard work she had put in — Sowerby 
said she "didn’t know where to start” to 
answer the complaints and admitted 
some of them were justified.
Sowerby has faced mounting criticism 
in recent months for her handling of 
Sidney Days matters which has led to a 
number of defections from the group.
As a result, said Mayor Norma 
Sealey, The Sidney Lions Club felt 
"something should be done” and were 
far advanced with a p'roposnl which 
would vie with the current Sidney Days 
arrangements.
She said the club, whose board of 
directors would meet within a week to 
finalise plans, was proposing a family* 
oriented day with a large number of 
activities. ,
Martin led the offensive against 
Sowerby, saying "every plot needs a bud 
guy.”
He said he personally had no con- 
lldence in the organisational ability of 
the Sidney Days organisation,
"It’s pathetic to watch the 
diminishing quality year after year. I’m 
not demeaning the amount of work 
people put into it, nor am I disparaging
their good intentions^^— I’m just voicing 
no confidence in their ability.”
Aid. Glen McMillan, calling for a 
“new approach” to Sidney Days, said 
he was surprised the society hadn’t yet 
got the message.
"We’ve talked over this often,” said 
McMillan. “We’re not hatchet men but 
we want something new, something 
different.”
But when Ethier suggested the 
Lions and the society might work 
together on Sidney Days Sealey said it 
was clear that people were too "soured” 
by the problems for this to work.
Ethier then suggested the society 
might have learned from its mistakes 
and should be free to “have another 
go”, prompting Sealey to tell Sowerby it 
seemed she had Ethier’s support to "go 
on making mi.stakcs.”
Added Martin, "It’s a fine sentiment 
Ethier wanting to let people who have 
failed to try again. But it's not that 
simple. The name and the pride of this 
town are behind Sidney Days. People 
have cxpcclation.s and they (in the 
society) don’t come up to them.”
Etliier said he agreed with Marlin that 
the event should be a "first class” one.
Sowerby agreed that "some of the 
criticism .seemed warranted” but said 
the society still had 10 active inembers 
and Sidney and North Snaniclt chamber 
of commerce had already given its 
backing.
She said the Lions Club proposal to 
change the events from .luly I to mid* 
August (when belter weather could be 
expected) presented problems at this 
stage.
Aid; Darryl Ashby moved a motion to 
deny council support to the society 
whlclt Martin amended to provide 
"some support” for a parade provided 
the society did not get involved in other
activities.
Martin suggested; the amendment 
when it was not clear whether the Lions 
Club was planning a parade.
By RON NORMAN
(Staff Writer]
Crime is on the decrease in two of the 
three peninsula municipalities — that’s 
the word from the statistics division of 
the justice department.
Only Central Saanich reported a 
general increase in the crime rate in 
1979, while Sidney and North Saanich 
both recorded hefty decreases.
Central Saanich police chief Bob 
Miles Friday cited increasing population 
as the major reason for the increase in 
crime. He said with more people you 
just have more occurrances and more 
offences.
However, Miles also voiced some 
concern over the dramatic jump in the 
number of break-ins reported in Central 
Saanich. Break-ins increased 154 per 
cent, from only 51 in 1978 to a whop­
ping 130 in 1979.
The chief said break-ins are the 
department’s biggest problem and when 
they go up by more than 150 per cent,
“it shows a real problem.”
He said the increase in the number of 
businesses could be one answer to the 
huge increase. But, he added, in a 
smaller community statistics can- be 
misleading.
You can have one, two, or three active 
people on a community who perhaps 
aren’t caught for several months. Miles 
said. This in turn makes the statistics 
■ jump.: ■■■
Miles^ also attributed the hike in 
break-ins to a drop in public awareness. 
When Neighbourhood Watch programs 
were first started break-ins dropped ; 
quite a bit, but now people have become 
somewhat complacent. Miles ssud.
returned to its earlier ways, and started ; 
contacting police about suspicious 
events, then the whole crime rate would 
againdrop.
In other areas, criminal charges went 
up 27 per cent over 1978, which Miles 
called “a hefty increase.” Meanwhile 
offences against property which includes 
vandalism and thefts, also increased 
more than 40 per cent.
Crimes involving offensive weapons 
jumped from nine to 16 for a 77 per cent 
hike, while liquor act offences went up 
22 per cent.
Assaults increased in Central Saanich 
in 1979 to 33 from 28 in 1978 — an 
increase of 17 per cent. Traffic accidents 
increased by the same percentage from a 
total of 173 in 1978 to 203 in 1979.
Only two fatal accidents were 
recorded in 1979 compared to three the 
year before, but the same number of 
people were killed in automobile ac­
cidents because two people were killed in 
one accident.
The value of stolen property went up 
more than 100 per cent in 1979, from 
$54,000 to $109,000. Police also 
recovered more stolen property in 1979; 
$44,000 instead of only $20,000 in 1978.
Finally, the number of complaints 
rose nearly 20 per cent in 1979, from 
only 4,025 in 1978 to 4,709.
Mites also pointed out Central 
Saanich has one of the highest caseloads 
per man among the province’s 12 
municipal police forces — 91 cases for 
each policeman, second only to 
Esquimau in B.C. The provincial 
average is 58 cases per policeman.
Perhaps, as a result, the number of 
cases cleared dropped by nine per cent 
last year — from 38 per cent cleared in 
1978, to only 28.5 per cent cleared in 
J979. : .
Meanwhile, Sidney RCMP carried 89 
cases per man and North Saanich had 
108 cases per policeman.
But Sidney and North Saanich police ; 
experienced a totally different year than
Murder
weapon
Saanich police suit up on Sidney wharf. Search for hnlfe used in 
recent murder of Saanich woman was unsuccessful and police 
have asked for citizen help In locatiuff knife.
SOU
Investigation into the March 17 
murder of a 30-year-old Saanich woman 
focussed on Sidney this week as Saanich 
police divers searched the seas off 
Sidney wharf for tlie weapon believed 
used in the slaying.
Divers began the search March 18 
and continued without success for a few 
hours each day through the end of last 
week.
The .search, which was restricted to 
within 150 feet off the end of the wharf, 
grew frustrating for divers, who even 
went so far as to re-enact the supposed 
scene. One grabbed an old file from the 
police van, and standing from where the 
knife was thought to be thrown, threw 
the file.
Divers then .scoured that section of the 
water but still came away empty handed.
Eventually, a rake was brought in and 
the men raked the sca-botlom for the 
knife-believed to be pearl-handled.
Meanwhile, 29-ycar-old Barry Dennis 
McFadden, 10237 Bowerbank, appeared 
in Victoria provincial court last week 
charged with first-degree murder in 
connection with the stabbing death of 
Barbara Marlon MacKay,. 5420 Old 
West .Saanich Road,
Three days have been set aside for a 
preliminary hearing beginning April 29,
Police found MncKay’s body bound 
in an orange plastic bag in a boat 
parked in the yard of McFaddcn’s 
Sidney home.
Insp. Robin Stewart of Saanich police 
said the body had been stubbed several 
limc.s. ‘
ALR cannot be used to protect lifestyle
By
PAT MURPHY
The B.C. Land Commission is not 
interested in acting as a zoning agent for 
a municipality •— it Is concerned whether 
or not land is suitable for agriculture, 
.say.s cuinniis.siuiicr Allan ChuUlgc.
Claridge was commenting March 18 
on the recent removal from the 
Agricultural Land Reserve of 25 of the 
26 acres ncar Tschum Harbor owned by 
Victoria Aid. Bob Wright, North 
Saanich council has opposed it.s removal 
from the ALR.
Claridge would not comment 
tpecincally on the Wright issue—- 
"afici all, you know, we consider some 
2,000 applications a year,” but he said if 
the land in question wasn’t arable land 
suitable for fanning, ilte land cum- 
inl.'>Mof» wasn’t 'micrcsicd in keeping it in 
the ALR.
A fruit farmer from Oyama in the 
Okanagan who has been a member of 
die commission lor three years, claridge 
spoke at the annual meeting of the 
South Saanich Farmers’ Institute held at 
the federal agricultural lesearch station
on East Saanich Road and attended by 
close to 100 farmers. During the 
mcctiitg, members approved a chtmge in 
the institute’s name to Saanich 
Pcrilnsuln Farmers’Institute,
The greatest mistake the commission 
had made, Claridge said, wa;, to allow 
people to think farmland wn.s being 
preserved "just because it was a good 
thing to do.” The preservation had to be 
backed with money and it ltad,,U) seive 
the intertists of the farming industry.
The loss of land from tlie A1 ,R was 
impoilani, Claridge conceded, but.
more Importanl to farming in British 
Columbia, „was the possible loss of a 
whole generation of farmers, As it was, 
the number of farmers In tlie province 
was only five per cent of the population 
and their (unction was getting more vital 
all the time.
Vancouver Island was an urea of 
major concern to the contmlssion, the 
speaker said, and half tlie money 
ullocuicd to inupiiiiig w.ts guing lu be 
spent on the Island this year, Some bad 
imklakc.s find been made on the Island 
and a good deal of ic evahiaiion needed
to be done,
Within a couple of years, he hoped, a 
much better designation of soil values 
on the Island would emerge.
Repeating his caution that the ALR 
could noi he used us a zoning tool by 
iininitip.ditici, Claridge .said tire 
commission expccied and got a lot of 
flak from all sides.Me reminded his 
audience the act wasn’t restricted to 
large'! to id mgs,-:
"You always hear about the large 
land transactions,” he said, "but tliat 
doesn't mean vve can't protect small
parcels.
"There’s nothing wrong with small 
hobby farms. They both have a place. 
Hut there arc times when regional 
districts have allcmptcd to use the ALR 
to protect a lifestyle and that we cannot 
do.”
The commission had made mistakes, 
Claridge admitted, bat he thought it had 
done a good job on the whole. Many 
btlicvcd/it laid given putt of the 
province away and "sold agriculture
OniUiiucdoiil'age 12




Businessmen who default 
on their $50 business licence 
fees will have their names 
published if they don’t pay 
up, Sidney aldermen
decided Monday.
The businesses, who have 
already received reminders, 
will get one further letter 
warning them to pay up
within 48 hours — or else.
Said Aid. Ross Martin: 
“The list of defaulters is 
not a big one. Year after 
year the majority of 
businesses do the right 
thing. It’s not fair to allow 
the fly-by-nighters and 
deadbeats to carry on this 
way.”
Aid. Ben Ethier at first 
objected that the bylaw 
specified court proceedings 
for defaulters, not 
publication of names.
But Martin said 
proceedings were cum­
bersome and should only be 
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Barb Rutledge supervises Graham Rice at blood donor clinic at Stelly's.
Trident on track
Trident Aircraft Ltd. has 
been promised an ad­
ditional $75,000 by the B.C. 
Development Corp. 
following a telegram to the 
provincial government 
from the federal govern­
ment last week.
The money will be used 
by Trident to draw up a 
business and operation plan 
to be submitted to 
provincial and federal 
authorities in May.
The telegram was 
received by Don Phillips, 
provincial minister of
industry and small business, 
from Herb Gray, federal 
industry, business and 
commerce minister, and 
reiterated the federal 
campaign promises made 
by local Liberal candidate 
Gerry Kristiansen and 
federal leader Pierre 
Trudeau.
Trident’s chief executive 
officer Jerry Vaverek said 
Monday , morning the 
money has not come 
through yet, and is only a 
commitment from BCDC.
Vaverek said the $75,000
(ppcp (HoLtp Ollialcf
Open for Lunch & Dinner 
Tuesday to Sunday 
(Closed for Lunch Tuesday)
656-3541
will get Trident through 
April and into the first week 
of May — just enough time 
to come up with the 
requested plan.
The advance is a postive 
indication from the 
provincial government they 
believe the treasury board 
will approve the promised 




nment would not throw 
away $75,000 if it didn’t 
think there was more to 
come from the federal 
government, he said.
The business plan will be 
the company’s 12th since 
Vaverek has headed the 
operation, and the fourth 
since January when the 
company laid off 107 
employees when it ran out 
of cash.
Vaverek said the new 
plan will assume the 
treasury board will approve 
the federal loan within the 
next couple of weeks.
But fi rs t the Trident loan 
issue must be placed on the 
treasury board agenda. The 
board meets every Thur- 
*'sday, and the last two weeks 
Trident: has failed to make 
the agendas 7
Vayerek7accused7federai 
bureaucrats of “dragging 
their; feet” in placing the^ 
: LTridentJssue on the agenda/
Vaverek also said five 
seni or management em- 
. ployees are continuing work 
toward reviving pre- 
production schedules and 
he anticipates hiring 
another two or three to help 
prepare the business plan.
Former Sidney alderman 
Jim Lang turned up at 
Monday night’s council 
.meeting to a confront 
Mayor Norma Sealey with 
charges of failing to consult 
Eildermen as the town’s 
regional district director.
Lang wanted to know 
whether Sealey had talked 
to aldermen before voting 
in favour of a 23 per cent 
increase in her director’s 
salary at a CRD finance 
committee meeting.
Lang, who lost out to 
Sealey in a bid for the 
mayoralty last June, and 
then failed to win back his 
aldermanic seat in 
November’s elections, said 
he was raising the matter 
“as a taxpayer”.
Lang pointed to 
mounting administrative 
costs of the CRD and said 
that he as a taxpayer had no 
access at the regional 
district level.
Two years ago direct 
elections of directors from 
municipalities were 
replaced by a “nominated” 
system where aldermen 
elect their representative. 
Sidney’s representative on 
the CRD is Sealey.
Sealey acknowledged she 
had not discussed her raise 
with aldermen.
“At the time,” said 
Sealey, “it was a sup­
plementary item on the 
board’s agenda. 1 felt I 
could support the proposals 
put forward. We were 
asked to provide sup­
plementary details about 
our work load and 1 did. 
Mine has increased by 50 
per cent but I’m not asking 
for a 50 per cent raise.
Sealey said the 23 per 
cent raise in dollar terms 
was “not that impressive.”
Pressed by Lang on the 
question of consultation 
Sealey pointed out the CRD 
is a corporate entity and 
functions as a separate unit.
“No director has the time 
to bring all the items back,” 
said Sealey. “Some are 
brought back as a matter of 
courtesy. On transit 
questions, for example, 1 
think council is very well 
informed.”
Sealey added that 
materials relating to 
regional district matters 
were always available to 
aldermen.
Lang then turned to Aid. 
Howard Norquay, who is
Sidney’s alternate director 
on the board, and asked 
him if he was interested in 
what was happening.
Aid. Ross Martin in­
terjected that was like 
asking someone “are you 
still beating your wife?”
“Obviously I’m not 
getting very far,” said 
Lang.
Lang then proposed a 
public meeting. “Would 
you agree to that?” he 
asked .Sealey.
Martin said that a forum 
held two years ago on 
regional dLstrict matters had 
been a flop, with very little 
public response.
“No,” said Sealey.
Sealey repeated that 
aldermen had information 
available to them but 
mostly did not want to get 
into detailed discussions.
“When you elect 
aldermen to council you 
don’t then go to referen­
dum on the budget. It’s a 
similar principle with 
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Ucla;s by the fire and listen lo live tmiertainmcni while plaving Chess, ('ribbai’e. Checkers, 
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. A grant of $57,896 for 
renovations to the 
P a u qu achin Band’s 
community hall on West 
Saanich Road was an­
nounced Friday.;;77 < ;
The hall was cohstructed 
m71977: after7 the original 
building was destroyed by 
fire. vThe kitchen which has 
not been adequate to serve 
the number of people using 
the facility, will be enlarged 
and re:-equipped.
The band has ap­
proximately 143 members 
living on the reserve and 
makes the hall available for 
rental by other groups in 
the community.
The grant was approved 
by Evan Wolfe, provincial 
secretary and minister of 
government services, under 
the guidelines of the 
recreation facilities 
a.ssistance program which 
also provides per capital 
grants for community 
recrcationalmaster plans.
It looks as if mothers will be adding their voice of 
protest to the Capital Regional District’s plan to move 
all obstetric services to the Helmcken Road hospital, 
scheduled to open in 1982.
Already, the three Saanich councils have protested 
the plan to the CRD’s hospital and health planning 
commission - and Sidney Mayor Norma Sealey has - 
asked peninsula residents for support and to send letters 
to her at the town hall.
Now, a committee of sbe general practitioners at the 
Royal Jubilee Hospital are asking mothers to rebel 
against the CRD plan.
Dr. Scott Wallace — who chairs the committee — 
says the public campaign is to alert mothers and 
mothers-to-be of the region’s “ill-advised’’ proposal.
It’s unsound from a medical point of view, he says.
7 “We’re talking about mothers having babies in a 
community hospital — not graphs arid charts,” he says.:/- 
‘‘The regional hospital board’s position.is dogriiatic andS/ 
ill-advised.” ;
There7were L373; babies delivered at the Jubilee: iri^ 
;~rl9797 l ,350 at Victoria General Hospital and357 at the ; 
Saanich Peninsula Hospital.
Wallace says speed of access to a hospital and speed 
of access of a doctor to a patient is “extremely im­
portant” and will be seriously impaired under the , 
region’s proposal.
“Women should not be prevented from having 
deliveries at the hospital of their choice.”
Driving to Helmcken Road hospital will take more 
time, he says, “...even if it takes 20 minutes more, a lot 
can happen in 20 minutes when a woman is in labor.”
Wallace says an accident on the highway could slow 
traffic to a crawl. n
His committee is hoping to meet with community . • 
groups and get the support of women. Wallace says he 
expected a “significant groundswcll of public concern ' ' 
to be directed at the three levels of government - 
municipal, regional and provincial.”
In this miserable business of planning it seems the last, 
people to be consulted are £iose most affected — 
mothers and mothers-to-bc, he says.
For that feminine feeling, women are now 
wearing dresses and GAL’S PAL has 
the Best Selection of all the New 
Spring Styles and Colours for You.
JUST IN TIME FOR EASTER 
2 Special Offers
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Tree report due soon ECMPnab suspects
North Saanich council has reassured residents it is 
concerned about the possible damage to trees in R.O. 
Bull Park caused by the extension of Wain Road 
through to Madrona Drive.
Concern for the trees has been a major issue for those 
opposed to the extension.
However, Aid. Jim Gumming said at a recent council 
meeting that a number of provincial and federal 
government departments have been consulted and will 
have input into the road extension and its effect on trees 
in the park.
Both the provincial wildlife and forestry departments 
have been asked to examine the area, Gumming said, 
and the Canadian Forestry Service has already been 
over the area and will make a formal report very soon.
Both Mayor Eric Sherwood and Aid. Jay Rangel said 
they too are concerned about the road’s impact on the 
park. Rangel pushed hard for the road extension.
Council’s comments came after Wain Road resident 
and arborist John Craddock questioned whether 
council had really planned any research into the ex­
tension.
Craddock, 709 Wain Road and owner of Victoria 
Tree and Shrub care, said in a letter to council, “As a 
practicing arborist I feel it’s my duty to warn council 
and people of North Saanich of the consequences of the 
graded, paved road past the park.”
Craddock said “three factors” could emerge from the 
extension that may prove detrimental to the trees:
•He said the ditching and grading will permanently 
lower the water table, depriving the roots of the present 
“marshy condition”, which in turn will lead to a general 
weakening of the trees.
•Prior to paving, road surfaces are treated with long- 
lasting “soil sterilents”, some of which will leach from 
the road area and be absorbed by the trees.
•And the removal of those trees in the right of way 
will unbalance the present situation and could expose 
the stands to stronger winds and possible extensive 
damage.
On a similar note, council received another three 
letters on the Wain Road issue, including one from 
former Aid. Bob Thompson.
A Madrona Drive resident, Thompson said he agrees 
with the extension, despite being a contributor to R.O. 
Bull Park. “In my opinion Wain Road should be ex­
tended all the way through to Madrona Drive as soon as 
possible,” he said.
He added, “As a matter of fact, my wife’s recent 
heart attack was quite likely triggered by the condition 
of Downey Road when she very nearly-had a head on 
collision with a truck coming over the crest of the hill 
and the, shoulder was filled with snow and it was im­
possible to pass.
“1 have constantly pushed for the extension to Wain 
Road even though 1 know it will increase traffic to 
Madrona Drive,” Thompson wrote.









expressing her wonderment at council’s “alarming 
inability to set priorities.” '
She said it is “anomalous” for council to consider 
any projected expansion program which will increase 
the burden of road maintenance costs when funds are 
currently inadequate to maintain even existing roads.
Finally, Mrs. A.L. Wilkie, 10810 Madrona Drive 
agreed with the extension calling it “much needed” and 
those opposed to the scheme “selfish”
More teachers 
needed?
Saanich school district 
trustees balked Monday 
night at a request for six 
additional secondtu-y school 
teachers, two more than the 
four agreed upon earlier for 
provision in the 1980 
budget.
In a memo to the board 
director of instruction A.C. 
Campbell wrote the ad­
dition of four teachers 
would be beyond the 
number required to 
maintain the 21 to 1 pupil- 
teacher ratio which the 
board has agreed would be 
the guiding rule for this 
year.
The pupil-teacher ratio is 
the hinge upon which 
swings much of the salary 
costs which are a big part of 
any school district budget.
In his memo Campbell
pointed out that two of the 
four new teachers would be 
assigned to Claremont 
school.
“It is now requested,” 
the memorandum read, 
“that one additional 
teacher (beyond the 21:1 
ratio) be assigned to each of 
Stelly’s and Parkland 
schools.”
It should be considered, 
said trustee Roy Hyndman, 
whether it was advisable at' 
this time to hire new 
teachers. It was likely 
additional requests would 
be received in September at 
the beginning of the school 
year.
The board will obtain 
more specific information 
on the need for the ad­
ditional teachers before it 
makes a decision on the 
request.
Sidney RCMP arrested 
one man and Delta police 
arrested another after a 29- 
year-old Courtenay man 
was robbed of his wallet 
and a rented truck by two 
hitchhikers on the Malahat 
last week.
The incident occurred 
when Stephen Frederick 
Allen picked up two men at 
Silver Bridge at Duncan en 
roue to Victoria. The pair 
pulled a knife, turned off 
the ignition and ordered 
Allen out of the truck.
Allen flagged down a 
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Those polls
Some television programs are scrapped 
after a 13-week run because audience ratings 
aren’t up to scratch. Many new products 
don’t hit the national or international market 
because surveys indicate consumer resistance, 
for whatever reason. Even do-or-die 
government decisions are many times based 
on random samples of public opinion.
In fact, “sophisticated” ratings systems, 
market surveys, and public opinion polls that 
supposedly take the pulse of the nation have 
become an important element in Canadian 
life.
But are the results of such polls depen­
dable? Do Canadians really want poll results 
to affect something as fundamental as who 
will govern the country?
The question arises because of increasing 
public resistance to the rising number of polls 
taken during recent election campaigns.
Gallup, as well as the major newspaper 
chains and television networks all play the 
one-upmanship game, endeavouring to 
upstage competitive media with poll results.
The media nabobs call it freedom of the 
. .press.''i
What’s important is that Voters can be 
influenced by poll results, particularly 
considering the inordinate amount of at­
tention they receive. In fact, poll results are 
given such a degree of credence and 
authenticity by the media that even an in­
correct 'poll can become a self-fulfilling 
^prophecy: ■
An example of the inherent weakness in the 
systenl: two polls taken recently by Canada’s 
major television networks differed by 20 
percentage poiritsTdii^he number: of people-
about how they 
would vdte^ to say nothing of estimated 
support for the various political parties.
By overplaying poll results, Canada’s 
major mediaputlets are asking for trouble.
jMready election polls have been outlawed 
in British Columbia, and the Quebec 
government is taking the same tack on the 
referendum.
Freedom of the press is a fundamental 
principle in Canada, but it carries with it the 
concomitant responsibility not to overem­
phasize such “news” as poll results for 
competitive reasons.
The danger is that poll results may in­
fluence voters to hop on a party bandwagon 
as they attempt to support a winner, rather 
than making a thoughtful decision on the 
basis of policy, leadership, and the issues of 
the day .
Further to the open letter in your issue of March 19 to 
the mayor of Sidney from J. Lang.
I am a longtime resident and taxpayer in the north 
end of the peninsula (though no longer a taxpayer in 
Sidney), a member of Sidney volunteer fire department. 
(Nearly 25 years of service), have served Sidney in 
service clubs and community affairs for many years, 
and was in business in Sidney for a long time. I feel, 
therefore, 1 have some right to speak on Mr. Lang’s , 
letter.
Now let me say that I have known Mayor Sealey since 
she was a school girl. I respect.and admire her for her 
sincere and devoted efforts to help her community. But 
this doesn’t mean I always agree with her, and I suspect 
that quite possibly our views on regional boards and 
their actions may be at very wide variance.
I am whole heartedly in accord with what I take to be 
the main issue in Mr,. Lang’s letter - i.e. that the actions 
of regional boards must be questioned by those paying 
the costs. I don’t doubt that regional boards can serve 
many useful purposes, but I am convinced that their 
extremely rapid growth over the past few years in 
physical size, power and cost must be clearly justified to 
the taxpayers, or drastically curtailed, before they take 
over major municipal functions and render our councils 
impotent.
Our local board has become a fourth level of 
government (despite disclaimers from higher-ups) with 
the powers of taxation. Costs of the board to Sidney 
alone this year is nearly $350,000. And with what 
representation on the peninsula from the taxpayers? 
One representative from each of Sidney, North Saanich 
and Central Saanich on a board ofs some 48 members, 
and our members can be overruled without recourse by 
the members near and in Victoria, many of whom have 
little first-hand knowledge of our needs.
None of these members, incidentally, has been 
directly elected to the board by the taxpayers, but is 
appointed by the local council. The taxpayers has no 
direct say as to who shall serve him on the board.
Over the past several months I have discussed the 
matter with niany responsible taxpayers. All v/ere 
concerned, not one spoke in opposition to the above 
-thoughts.
L understand a survey of regional board actions was 
made by the government some time ago. I may have 
missed it, but I have yet to hear the results of that 
survey. '
Insistent pressure by voters and taxpayers is the one 
sure way to get action from any government. The recent 
actions of the Capital Regional Board with regard to 
hospitals, sewers in Greater Victoria and transportation 
alone fully justify demanding public meetings and such 
further actions as the people may request when more 
fully informed. North Saanich and Central Saanich 
could well follow or join Sidney in such meetings to the 
better information of all. - -
Letters to the papers, requests for information, 
pressure for explanations and justifications are the sort
2. Presumably your reference is to an inaccuracy 
which appeared in the Colonist. (Bad enough that it was 
inaccurate, even worse that it should have erroneously 
appeared in quotation marks.)
During a committee discussion re per diem expenses, 
director Campbell was pointing out the inability of 
obtaining meals at a conference hotel within the $25 per 
diem rate.
My comment which followed was, “On the other 
hand, you shouldn’t have to eat at McDonald’s’’. It is 
regrettable that the statement should have been so badly 
twisted, but that is the reality of the situation.
3. First, the suggestion that aldermen are “lesser 
folks’’ is purely your assumption, and bears no relation 
to my feeling or attitude. Secondly, I did not agree to 
an increase of $35. In fact, I stated that Sidney council 
had only gone to a $30 per diem, and further pointed 
out that I had cast the deciding vote to hold at that rate. 
Incidentally, the per diem rate for CRD is basically only 
used by electoral area representatives, and comes out of 
their area allocation.
You refer to a certain Victoria Colonist columnist 
who has a brilliant talent, namely the ability to make 
judgements in absentia. Despite his shotgun approach in 
critisisms which are rather wide-ranging, I have only 
seen that gentleman on CRD premises once, in the 
almost nine months that I have attended there. From my 
point of view, that does something to his credibility as a 
, critic.
In calling for a public meeting, you raise a number of 
questions pertaining to CRD, the majority of which are 
a matter of public record. Matters of budget are 
currently in a preliminary state, and will be available to 
the public as they are received by the board.
The specific requisition required from the town for 
1980 is not available as yet, because (a) The budget has 
not yet been approved, (b) It is dependent on 1980 
assessments, not yet received from the B.C. Assessment 
Authority.
With regard to the “necessity of the regional board’’, 
that whole topic is under consideration by the minister 
of municipal affairs, who has held public hemings 
throughout the province to obtain feedback on the 
matter. In view of that, I personally see no necessity for 
council to also hold a meeting to discuss the topic, as the 
minister has sole jurisdiction for that decision.
You point to the Victoria columnist’s suggestion that 
anyone supporting the increase should be tossed out of 
office, and certainly that option is always available to 
the electorate. Hopefully, the decision will be based on 
something with a little more depth than this issue.
NX. Sealey 
Mayor - Town of Sidney
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of things elected representatives, chosen to exercise the 
voters willi will listen to. It is high time the pressure was 
put; ,on all councils and the provincial government,. 




An open letter to Jim Lang:
Sir:.,
I note with great interest that you are exercising your 
“prerogative as a taxpayer” . To date, most taxpayers of 
the town have found it quite effective to make direct 
contact if they have concerns. Since you have, however, 
chosen the “open letter” form of communication, I 
shall respond in kind.
^ 1. No, I have not discussed with council whether they 
approve of CRD remuneration, The regional district is a 
legally constituted body, given the power to make such 
decisions independently, in the same manner as council.
At the risk of sounding repetitious with all the 
correspondence regarding the Good Shepherd Shelter, \ 
may I say that it seems to me there has been far too 
much criticism against the shelter instead of con­
structive help.
The sisters have been trying to do an insurmountable 
task with insufficient help. It may be easy to feed and 
look after your own pets but imagine trying to do the 
same with 500 or more assorted animals. If people 
cannot be educated to spay and neuter their pets, then 
the dumping of unwanted animals will continue.
Knowing they are also God’s creatures, can the - 
shelter reflise . to take in strays abandoned on their 
; doorstep^ for surely this was the purpose for which the-/ ; 
shelter was established.
; .Ltotally agreeirwith correspondent Joan Manderfield 
that there have to be changes regarding the living 
conditions of the animals. What is desperately needed 
are carpehters and other building tradesmen who would . 
be willing to donate time and/or materials to contruct 
more and proper accommodation including fenced 
enclosures for exercising the animals.
Those interested in helping are invited to phone me at 
656-4586.,
Mrs. Heather Hives,





Victoria Public Savings Credit Union is holding its 
annual meeting on April 30 and as it is the 40th an­
niversary of the credit union, we are planning a reunion 
following the business agenda.
We would like to recognize any member who joined 
the credit union prior to 1945 and would appreciate 
cnlifitlng your assistance in locating any of these people.
Anyone able to attend the meeting, should contact 
general manager Vincent Devries, or his secretary, at 
382-5105, prior to\pril 5.
P,H.L.M»ntcU, 
nrunch Manittgcr
TROIKA, by David Gurr, is one of the unexpected 
pleasures of the new crop of Canadiiui fiction. It’s a 
well-written, suspenseful and totally absorbing story 
of espionage .and personal intrigue, loosely based on 
fact. For a first novel, its confidence and expert pacing 
are surprising.
The chief character is British Naval officer Peter 
Dravin, son of Russian parents and a reluctant recruit 
into British intelligence. But, ns the title implies, there 
are two otlicr important charncicr.s: Alexey Ynnov, a 
Russian naval officer and cousin to Nikita Kruscltev, 
and Nicola Rviarkc, the woman caught between 
them, k’s a relationship that is played out over 20 
years and across three continents.
From Drnvin’s initiation into the 
of international espionage to the
clandestine world 
climax of an at­
tempted hijack of a Russian warship, the three main 
characters struggle to survive. The mutual friendship 
and suspicion among them is carefully balanced 
against the larger world of the cold war and its 
casualties.
And it is this greater force that frequently prevails, 
until, at the end of the book, the triangle is irrevocably 
broken by violence. If there arc any winners in Troika, 
they arc the intelligence organizations of east and west 
that feed on themselves and sacrifice their members 
only to begin the process again.
David Gurr’s superb characterization and careful 
attention to detail keep the story running .smoothly 
until the final roll of the dice,
Troika is n thriller of intelligence, wit and 
psychological acuity. Quite nn accomplishment for a 
first novel, and well worth rending.
Troika is available through Sidney and Brentwood 
branches of the regional library.
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■60YEARSAGOt" :
From the Marcli 25,1910 Istiuc of (he Review 
In conjunction with Mr, Thomas, Mr. R. Clcwes of 
Vancouver, have taken over the Simpson farm near 
Tripp station, Mr, Thomas purchased half the property 
and Mr, Clcwes hits an option on the remaining half.
Mr, Clcwes is nreturned man, and had the misfortune 
to lose a leg while serving overseas, Mr. Tliomas, a 
brothcr-ln-law ofMr. Clcwes, was a seafaring man and 
has decided to settle on the land.
50 YEARS AGOi
From the March 17,1930 Issiic of the Review.
R. Coward, who received severe injuries on Tuesday 
at the Experimental Station when the team he was 
driving ran away, is in Rest Haven. His many friends 
wish him a sjscedy recovery.
A regular ferry service between Salt Spring Island and 
Vattcouver Islniitl was in the works, but a recom­
mendation front the Sidney Board of Trade that the 
ferry clock here instead of .Swartz Bay drew the ire of a 
number of Sail Spring residents,
A.J. Eaton of Fulford Harbour vva,s Just one who 
wrote to “strongly object to the ferry running Into 
Sidtcey," Eaton tnid, “Thir ic a Salt Spring Eland ferry 
— not Sidney - and the whole idea of the scheme is 
quick, safe trnniiportation," He said the run to Sidney 
would entail an extra 7.5 minutes overall for passengers.
40 YEARS AGOt 
From the March 27,1940 Issue of the Review 
For the first titne in 30 years, a Libcrnl wtt.s elected in 
this riding. Alan Chambers beat out CCF candidate 
Ronald Grantham, to Join the majority Liberal
government of William Lyon MacKenzic King.
* * *
Mr. and Mrs. H.A. McKillican and family have 
moved from “Shore Acres” to tlicir now liomo on Ttiird 
Street.
30 YEARS AGOt
From the March 7,9,1950 Issue (if the Review.
Celebrating his 91 st birthday on Sunday last in Sidney 
was William K, Sicwnrl. Still hale and liearty, and able 
to look after himself, Stewart attributes Itls age to 
temperance in all things and, his pos.scssion of a good 
head of hair to his habit of washing it in cold water for 
mo.st of Ills life,
* * •
North SaatLlch school student .livn Gilbert of Bren­
twood received confirmation on Ids very rare cftich Ibis 
week, Gilbert was fishing in the waters of Saanich arm 
some lime ago when lie brought up a situnge creature.
A study of marine classifications .seemed to indicate 
the creature wnn a red bi'ofnlHf, ,md tlint v'l as confirmed 
by Dr. Clifford Carl this week.'
Carl has asked .lint to donate tlie sitecimen to tlie 
museum since it is only the second such fish taken in
B.C, waters.
20 YEARS AGO!
From the March30,1960 Iwiiie of (he Review.
Sidney high .school students are still being victimized 
by schoolboy gangsters. Last week the extortion racket 
broke out again In the village when Juvenile victims were 
beaten and threatened by other Juveniles. Sidney RCMP 
arc investigating the report,
Demolition of the Inst of the original buildings on the 
Experimental Farm is now taking place, The house, 
which faces East Saanich Rond, was built in 189i by 
William Veitch the younger, who bought tlte property 
from Jackson Bennett who had originally acquired it by 
pre-emption.
William Veitch was the son of William Veitch the 
elder who cMine to the crown colony of V,incouver
Island in 1858 to work on the Hudson’s Boy farm at
Crnigflower.
10 YEARS AGO;
From the April 1,197(Hssiip of dll'Review.
Eileen Mary Tebb-s, 16, of SdW) West Saanich Rond, 
emerged tlte winner in the Sidney Rotary Club’s seventh 
annual public speaking contest at Hotel Sidney Mirrch
■ 1
More than 51)0 happy youngsters Joined eagerly in the 
egg hum organized by Central Saanich Lions Club
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IT WARMED THE COCKLES of 
Mayor Norma Sealey’s heart. The 
mayor had asked for support and 
public response to council’s fight to 
retain obstetrics and paediatrics at the 
Saanich Peninsula Hospital. The 
response was coming in, she told us 
Tuesday, but one group’s support she 
found “particularly gratifying and 
totally unselfish.’’
Sidney’s Old Age Pensioners’ 
Association has pledged “total sup­
port’’ and sent a letter to Health 
Minister Rafe Mair.
THIS ONE TAKES THE BISCUIT 
— Youth and inexperience can 
sometirries be used as excuses for 
dropping clangers but the witterings of 
Peninsula Free Press editor Peter 
Menzies are beyond belief.
The lad — for want of something 
better to write about — has taken to 
attacking The Review and his latest 
beef witlv us (and with columnist 
Hubert Beyer who can look after 
himself) is for backing Dave Hill in 
Central Saanich’s mayorality race.
Writes Menzies: “We do not believe 
that it is the role of a newspaper to 
instruct readers on which candidate 
they should support. We believe our 
readers are intelligent enough to 
choose on their own using information 
gained through accurate reporting of 
news.’’(our emphasis).
Pause for a moment to digest that. It 
ha^ a fine ring to it. And we agree with 
Menzies to this extent. Our readers do 
not need instruction. It is Menzies who 
needs the instruction.
We can well understand why 
Menzies is loathe to support anyone. 
As a five-month veteran of peninsula 
affairs he wouldn’t know who to pick. 
We did and backed Hill. The voters 
agreed. But whatever the result we 
suggest the voters are intelligent 
enough to withstand the force of our 
opinions: It is Menzies who doubts 
that.-
But now to the rub.
Instead of opinions, Menzies 
,allegedly offers his readers “accurate 
,,i;eport|ngpf iiews.’’; V ^
That’s a good one J 
A gl^ce through back issues of the 
Free Press will show just how accurate 
that is. In fact, Menzies has been 
stumbling over his stories ever since he 
started and quite a few people are 
hopping mad about his “ter­
minological inexactitudes. ’ ’ Including 
us.
We’re still waiting for a retraction 
from Menzies, who misquoted Terry 
Brown, 1569 Stelly’s, in a Free Press 
story which mentioned Review editor 
Peggie Rownnd.
Brown assures us he didn’t make the 
comment in question — and we believe 
him. “I wonder why Menzies added 
it,” Brown said, mystified. When he 
spoke to Menzies about it for the 
second time, he tells us Menzies said: 
“It doesn’t matter, anyway.’’
Deliberate fabrications don’t 
matter?
But you’ll get the message, folks. 
Over and out.
BEN ETHIER is a nice fellow. As 
an alderman he’s conscientious -- but 
a trifle timid. Although his heart’s in 
the right place he’s somewhat inar­
ticulate and often struggles to express 
himself without success.
He is, in fact, not the person we 
should have selected to undertake the 
immensely delicate inquiry into some 
of Sidney youth's problems and ex­
periences with the local RCMP.
Recapping briclly, Ethier opened up 
his home phone to youngsters, inviting 
them to call him with their problems 
and promising all revelations would be 
respected and remain confidential.
Impetus for his action, according to 
Ethier, was the mass riot involving 
.some 200 young people outside Sidney 
RCMP detachment office last 
Hallowe’en,
The Sidney alderman had a fair
response from youngsters (and 
parents), compiled a report and 
presented it to the press for 
publication. This newspaper chose not 
to use the information for the 
following reasons.
•The poorly written report in some 
instances simply didn’t make sense. 
And after a discussion with Ethier we 
discovered the most valuable in­
formation was not contained in his 
submission and came to a totally 
different conclusion to that expressed 
in the report.
•We believe the report was poorly 
researched and suspect Ethier did not 
check his facts.
Our advice tp him at that time was 
that he withdraw his report — the 
newspapers had not yet printed a story 
— and share his new-found knowledge 
with Sidney council and/or the police 
commission and Sidney RCMP.
We think it was good advice but 
Ethier didn’t take it. Which is a pity.
Ethier’s vague report does nothing 
for the youngsters or the police. It 
merely leaves question marks.
This subject was too important to be 
treated so poorly or so lightly.
ROSS MARTIN certainly has his 
finger on the pulse of things.
Martin told fellow aldermen in­
formal discussion with local residents 
indicates public reaction to the rate 
increase for the Panorama Leisure 
Centre “is not favourable.’’
Not too surprising. Fee increases of 
any kind are seldom “favourable.’’. 
But just where did Martin get this 
information? From a private poll? At 
a recent public meeting?
Well a little of both — sort of. It, 
actually came from other users of the 
rec centre “while we were in the 
sauna,’’ says Martin.
IF YOU’RE NOT shaken by the 
thought of a “1984’’ society, then 
maybe something a little closer to 
home will do the trick Ross Martin 
says. His talks with others “in the: 
know’’ about thp new hospital under 
construction on Helmcken Road 
indicate the equipment in the obstetrics 
unit will be so sophisticated there 
won’t be a baby born there that can be 
declared “completely normal,’’ he 
. says.
SO YOU STILL think Sidney’s a 
sleepy little town on the peninsula. 
Take another look.
Construction permits taken out in 
February show an increase of more 
than 620 per cent over those in 
February 1979 — from about $1/4 
million to $1.4 milHon. Welcome to 
the 1980s.
Part of the increase is the new 
professional building currently under 
construction on the southwest corner 
of 5th and Bevan. When finished the 
two-storey, 6,000 square foot complex 
will be home to a set of lawyers, a 
dentist, a pair of optometrists, and an 
accounting duo.
Local optometrist Jack Williams 
says the block of land was purchased 
last summer and the owners have been 
whittling down the propsective tenants 
since then.
They will include: accounting firm 
of Ray Moore and Ken Fric.sen; dcntisl 
Ragner Eeg; lawyers Jim Robertson 
and Dale Henley; and Jack Williams 
and Robert Scholcficld, optometrists,
Hut why build when there appears lo 
be office space available in Sidney? 
Williams explained the new building 
would make available “suitable 
.space’’ and let owners develop offices 
to be highly efficient.
IN CASE you’ve been wondering, 
the Sidney probation office is no 
longer in its 2nd Street location. It 
moved out of the small while house 
and over to the ba.setneni of the 
municipal hall on Sidney Street,
But the office will only be there until 
April .10 when it packs up everything 
again and moves down to 978.1 - 3rd 
Street above P&B Plumbing.
JSv
Waddling Dog Inn r -
"Thii W«tok't SpAclal”
Soup du Jour or 
Chefs Salad 
Stufled Filet of Sole 




Wine Cream Roll 
Cherry Souce 
Coffee or Tea 
2476 Ml. Newton X 
On Patricio Bay Highway, 5 Miles From Ferry
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BREADS AND ALL BAKERY 
PRODUCTS
ZONOLITE
Loose Fill Vermiculite Insulation
.1 cii. ft.Tik, Covcrji 20 SI|. ft. 2” Ihlek,
Fibreglass lasulation 2 t/.
Small Bdls. Cedar Shingles
Good fnr many etc.
Slierwlti Wlllininx A Bu|ki»










Mon.-Thur, 8-5 p.m. Fri. 0 6 p.m.
Closed Sat.ftSun.
1 Island View Freezer Ltd.
|^%7005 Emt Seanlch lid. 652-2411
I Make a pnrehnse* at Island View Frccicr nnyi timc| 
■ until April 2, and you will receive free of charge a ® 
H year’s subscription to The .Sidney Itcvicw. Please fill i 
I o\it this coupon and leave witli proof of purclia.se or B 
H merchant’s stamp, at Island View Freezer. I


















Dresses - FOR ALL AGES
I'Eggs & Phantom 
Pantyhose
WIDE SELECTION OF VclOUrS
Lace Hankies
Slimmer Hats
Phantom Body Blouses 
Sleepwear
VARIETY OF Dakin Soft Toys
REMEMBER, fhere's "TWO" STORES
The Cat's Whiskers 2405 Beacon (Upper Mail)
(elevator from Parking Lot entrance)’ 656-3342
The Cats Whiskers "Two" 2403 Beacon (5tli & Beacon)
Pages THEREVIEW
Wednesday, March 26,1980
Not only has Saanich 
district school board 
adopted the coritroversitil 
concept of French im­
mersion but, on Monday 
night, trustees extended the 
range of the program to 
include grade 2.
School board extends 
French program eommission’s decision
After a battle which 
ranged over months and 
saw bitter opposition to the 
plan to introduce French 
immersion into district 
schools, the board, by a 
narrow margin some 
months ago adopted the 
plan to introduce the in­
struction into kindergarten 
and grade 1.
Parents enthusiastically 
supported the action of the 
board and, on Monday, a 
delegation, led by Flem­
ming J. Hansen, urged it be 
extended to grade 1.
The board agreed in 
principle pending a report, 
by its staff on the dif­
ficulties which might be 
encountered. These in­
cluded finding a teacher.
However, Hansen felt all 
obstacles would be over­
come if for no other reason 
that the 20-or-so parents 
who insisted their children 
have French, were deter­
mined that nothing should 
stand in their way.
Hansen said the parents 
had reasons to believe that 
children coming into grade 
2 had, at that point, 
developed English language 
skills which would enable 
them to grasp French more 
quickly than kindergarten 
and grade 1 students. They
had no fears that the 
youngsters would not pick 
up on the language without 
difficulty.
One of the opponents of 
French immersion, trustee 
Walter Tangye, seized on 
the grade 2 entrance issue 
Monday night to reiterate 
his opposition to the 
program.
If students were able to 
pick up French beginning at 
grade 2, he said, why then 
have them introduced and 
immersed in kindergarten 
and grade 1. The whole 
concept, he said, was 
“foolish and
uneconomical.”
The resolution to support 
extension of the program 
was supported by all 
members of the board 
(trustees Rubymay Parrott 
and Esther Galbraith were 
absent)' except Tangye.
At one time Tangye, in 
his opposition to the 
concept, was supported by 
Galbraith and trustee Jack 
Armstrong who was 
defeated in his campaign.
The changing make-up of 
the board after Arm­
strong's defeat and the 
election of trustee John 
Betts resolved the thorny 





Make a purchase at Fantasia any time until April 2, and you will receive free ol charge a ,
year's subscription to;: The Sidney Review. Please fill out this coupon and leave with • •.
proofofpurchaseor merchant's stamp, at Fantasia. | |A\ *
•Minimum purchase; S8.00 ;
SS i;": 'V 
11'
*New Subscriptions only, no renewals
Name
Address ; .. .
Postal
I Phone ... . — .......... — ...........J
The B.C. Agricultural Land Commission was fully 
aware of North Saanich council’s opposition to removal 
of 25.8 acres of land near Tsehum Harbour from the 
Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR), but went ahead 
anyway because it didn’t think the property would ever 
be used for agricultural purposes.
Everett Lew, the commission’s senior planning 
assistant, said last week the commission based its 
decision to remove the land on a number of factors, 
including;
« The property is on an isolated piece of land — a 
peninsula.
® That the land surrounding the 25.8 acres is not 
agricultural and so removal would have little effect on 
adjacent properties.
« The ALR boundaries cover only a portion of the 
whole property owned by Wright — some 25.8 acres of 
the 42-acre site.
« Only portions of the 25.8 acres of the 42-acre site. 
DELETE
• Only portions of the 25.8 acres within the ALR are 
suitable for agricultural uses, and that other portions 
are “very marginal”.
• The land would never be put to agricultural uses.
Lew said, “When the decision was made the com­
mission recognized the property in view of physical and 
geographical location on a peninsula. ”
He said there could be no effects on adjacent 
properties because the harbour lies to the north and 
south, and the nearest property within the ALR lies to 
the northwest across the Pat Bay Highway.
Lew commented that reasons for removal of land 
from the ALR are “usually obvious” from the minutes 
of the hearings, and are generally not stated in letters 
informing of a decision.
In response to a question about possible damage to 
the environment. Lew said the terms of reference of the 
commission is to preserve and protect agricultural 
land.
In the past the commission has been accused of using 
ALR for zoning purposes. Lew said. But he added, “If 
it’s not agriculturally capable, it shouldn’t be in the 
ALR.”
But North Saanich council has taken the opposite 
view. Council has written to the provincial Environ­
mental Land Use Committee (ELUC) for a reversal of 
the decision.
However, in order to file a formal appeal, council 
must also obtain the signatures of at least two com­
mission members on an appeal request.
If council can’t obtain the signatures, it can appeal 
directly to the minister of agriculture.
In its letter to the ELUC, Mayor Eric Sherwood 
accuses the commission of dealing with the issue in a 
“cavalier fashion”.
The letter also points out the municipality’s com­
munity plan has already laid out that no further sub­
divisions of agricultural land are contemplated.





Effective April 1, 1980 • FastBUvS transit services^' 
to the Western Community (Colwood, Langford, / j 
Sooke, Metchosin) and the Saanich Peninsula 
(Cordova Bay, Brentwood, Central Saanich 
Sidney, North Saanich, Swartz Bay) will 
be operated by the Metro Transit Op 
erating Company, There will be no 
changes or disruptions in pre 
sent service levels, but the 
following operating 




1. New Lociilionol Downtown Torminus ’
—onBellovilleSt.westolOougkiaSt.
2. Exact Fare will be required 
■—drivers will carry no change
—purchase ol commutor cards will require exact change as well
3. Package Express no longer earned
4. Now Telephone inlomuillon numbers
' For bus information call, Metro Jrat'isit Operating Company
•382-61(51
Of 656-2423 (Saan/ch Fon/nsuta).
\y:
Mr
Commuter Cords available during normal business hours at the 





The plan is based on a regional plan calling for a shift 
in growth away from the peninsula to the western 
community areas, “thereby preserving the peninsula’s 
agricultural lands, even though marginal,” said 
Sherwood.
He said the maximum population for the life of the 
plan limits North Saanich’s growth to areas outside 
agricultural lands.
“If during the first two or three years of our plan,, 
decisions beyond our control are made encouraging the 
use of agricultural land for residential purposes, on 
what basis is the district to treat the plan’s objectives in.
the future?” asks Sherwood in the letter.
“It is this council’s hope to maintain services to ’ 
residents at a rural residential standard. If decisions 
beyond the district’s control are made which alter its •, 
direction, we will enter the twilight between a suburban 
and a rural residential municipality and lose the 
character contemplated by the regional and North 
Saanich community plans.”
Sherwood also points out in the letter that no at­
tempts at agricultural or soil improvement has been 
made on the land.
Finally, he asks the ELUC to consider the effects of 
the decision on future agricultural land 'within the 
municipality.
He suggests in the letter “preservation of agricultural 
land within commuting distance of an urban centre is an 
extremely difficult accomplishment,” and for this 
reason wider issues than just soil capability must be 
taken into consideration.
Wright, meanwhile, has indicated he will subdivide 
the property and sell individual lots.
Under the municipality’s community plan, the 
property can be subdivided into half-acre lots with 
community water, or one-acre lots with well water.
He had originally wanted to expand the marina 
already operating there and build some high-density 
housing units. In return he offered a piece of waterfront 
property to the municipality for park land. Wright said 





Sidney; ® Co-operative 
Pre’ school is accepting; 
registration for ’ fall 
enrollment in three and ; 
four-year-old, classes. The 
non-profit school is owned 
the operated by parents and 
offers educational and- 
creative play activities three 
mornings each week.
Early registration is 
advised as enrollment is 
limited. For more in­
formation call Meira 
Tennent at 656-7504 or 
Linda Newman at 656- 
7654. The school is located 
at St. Paul’s United 
Church, 2410 Malaview, 
Sidney.
Ferry rates will take another jump this 
spring on all routes between Vancouver 
Island and the mainland, and there 
appears little anyone can do about it.
However, Sidney-North Saanich 
chamber of commerce does not foresee 
any drop in the number of tourists 
visiting the area because of the rate hike.
The BX. Ferry Corijoration, which 
: operates the largest; fleet in Canadd, has ® 
asked the provincial cabinet to approved 
• V a rate increase of $2 or $3 for vehicles — 
and there is every indication it will be 
approved.
Ferry officials cite rising fuel costs 
and labor expenses as the main reasons 
for the fare increase.
Tourists from Washington State will 
also be paying more if they decide to 
take the Anacortes-Sidney run.
State officials responsible for the run 
say rates could be increased by as much 
as 25 per cent.
The Anacortes-Sidney ferry now costs 
$16.95 for a car and driver one-way and 
$3.95 for passengers.
The new rates have not been finalized,, 
but a 25 per cent hike will bring those
figures to about $20.20 arid $5 
respectively. T
Chamber president Ray Moore said • 
Friday the ferry increases “are a factof 
life”, and are probably justified.;
Unfortunately the rate increases come 
at the wrong timei just when the tourist 
season really starts to take off, |Moore 
I'said; / k
V, However^ he added he did nqi|hink 
the increases vvbuld; affect the iburism 
business too much, commenting that 
people planning a trip will not be put off 
by an extra $5 or so. ;
No mention of the rate increase was 
made at the chamber meeting last week, 
and he hasn’t heard any objections, 
Moore said.
Meanwhile, Sidney Mayor Norma 
Sealey said there appears to be a case for 
the increases because of rising fuel 
costs. “There’s really nothing much we 
can do about it,” she said.
Sealey added that as long as the 
Canadian dollar remains cheaper than, 
the American dollar, tourists from the 
United States will hopefully want to. 







and meets the 





The Peninsula Concert 
Orchestra under the 
direction of Hilary Hawkes- 
Frost plans a concert at 8 
p.m. April 20 at Sanscha 
Hall. The Saanich Youth 
Choir directed by Mike 
Witter will be performing 
with the orcheiitru. i
'I . .■ "•n
The orchestra was first 
formed in 1968 and has 
some 40 members who 
perform in public at least 
six times each year. 
Another concert is ..set 
for April 27, !7t30 p.m. at 
Christ Church Cathedral.
"This budgol represents a strong slolemonl of conficlonco in British Columbia, ll is a 
budget which builds for our people in the 1980s cind preporrjs for the opportunities 
and challenges ahead," Honourobl* Hugh A CuHit 
Miniilmr ol Fhar\c.p
Thonks to r) strong economy and carefully planned programs, over the next 
12 months your provinciol govorntnoni will spend;
$906 on hoallh ond social torvico* for each British Columbian,
$1,963 for «aeh patient in acute care hospitals in British Columbia.
$1,394 on education costs for each public school student in the province.
$4,344 on education costs for each university, college and vocational 
school student.
$405 per household on direct aid to munleipolitios throughout British Columbio, 
in addition to the Home-Owner Cront,
$189 per person on provinciol hiflhwayn roods and bridges.
Violinist Howard Walker 
says the orchestra 
•'generally plays for its own 
enjoyment”. It operates 
under the auspices of 
School District 63 ns a 
learning project and 
students who arc suf­
ficiently proficient may. 
perform with the orche,stra.
Walker says the orchestra 
is now incorporated a.s a 
non-profit society and 
eligible for grants,
This is o budgol for the BOf. vrhich serves Ihe people of British Columbia in o 
Iesponsiblo, sensitive tmd forward looking vrtry.
For (ho full Iftxl on Ihrj new Provincial Budge) and all Ihe details, write;
Provincial Budgol 
'u//liriisiiy of f inuncu 
Parliament Buildings 
ViclOfio,B.C,V8VlX4




A meeting of the 
Discovery Toa,stmistrcss 
Club will be video taped 
Tiiuisday ui 7181 Fa’* 
Saanicit Road. Guests are 
welcome, tlte meeting starts 
Wdp.m,
^ l(ii1F*WiiTT)T|ll*anrm











Sunrype, White Label, from Concentrate Campbell's 10 fl. oz. (254 ml) tins All Purpose



















S 150 mL tube
Mint
« Scope 
« 750 mL size
From Ecuador (65'kg) B.C. Gem No. 2 Grade (14* kg) Califonia No. 1 Grade
(50* kg)
lb.
Prices Effective March 28 to March 30 
in your Friendly Sidney Safeway Store
We reserve the right to limit Quantities.




SPORTS Soccer titles go
Editor: TOM CROSK
656-1151 656-<:>40' to Peninsula clubs
TENNIS - Starts April 21
Instruction and Supcr.'ised Social Play 
For ail Aces d: All Levels
■Assoc;atton en four
teams in the c^;p fmais
played over the end at
Lam'rrick Park in \’>ctoria.
;Ow have four c-i'jb
6 lessons for SLO.OO 
— Juniors SlS.tXl
iRfornsatkvn and Rifsistraot>n: 
Jea n Shaw - 656-1560 





2 Rues - '20.00
. HURRY WHILE FT LASTS
SS&-5151
INSPECTED — LICENSED — INSURED
■5^-orec ’be In
wifer*c£.'iri?'u iL. rr*aiu
reason fcr tEf victory.
TCii FDcor.s for*'arc ’dne
curir.c the se-ccc-d-bDf., and 
4>rJy the defence he’d them 
m me came. Anay Krte. 
Wendel OaTiico. and Brian 
Coates., as, weE 2^ Hank 
' Myerscotich -a-ere credited 
•sKiih cuttrandinc play by
Nfvers-ccncri '“'■’as injured
had to be carried from me
nitch when he ''•■as kstcbea 
jus below the imee.
The Falcons will be 
tra\’erdn£ to Keiowna and 
Penticton at the end oi 
April, and 'aill be encaged
order to raise funds tor me 
trip.
Anrii 1? and 20 they -aiE 
be holding a car wash in 
Sidney, the iocation of 
•a'hich is as yet to be 
decided.
Di'ision ”, Peninsula 
Eagies, 1 cugnt to a 1-0 
victor*' over Juan de Fuca 
during their tenson-filiec 
match Saturday to bring 
home the second Peninsula 
District Cup Champioruhip
ExceDent saves by the 
de Fuca^ gc.aD;ee.per
unril th-e A) minute of me
nnaily fC'Un-d the baick of
Coach Jim Alsbtnv’ said 
me s-jcrory was a-rotal u
tspeciaUv all of the young 
men on his team who 
helped to proride such a 
successful season.
Perdnsula Warriors, the 
Division 7C/D entry, 
brought home another 
Dstri.ct Cup '*ith a 5-1 
victory over Juan de Fuca 
D'ke Masonary Saturday 
morning while Dvision S 
Kitckers became the founh 
crsii.rn.pion i 073.%'
against the Oak Bay Lksns.
Tne Lioms and Kickers 
’*111 share the cup following 
the 1-1 tie in '*bjch both 
teams displayed impress.h'e 
defensv-e play. Tne Liorss 
opened the scoring on a 




Tne Lion hac’jtiine held 
the Kitcker's until quite late 
in the first-half when a 
crossing pass from SGchael 
Taekema enabled Neil 
Gregory to beat Lions’ 
keeper.
Tne Kicker’s coaching 
staff said the shon field 
w’ea-kened the usually strong 
Kicker offense, and 
numerous turnovers 
becau.se of disorganirarion
baB”. .Michael Taekenia, 
..Daniel Romain, John 
VfcCartney a.nd Chris 
■Adam *'ere named the 
outstanding p'layers for the 
Iccai squsd-
Peninsula Falcons, division 1 district cup champions.
effort and fe^t it would be.
Hobbits move 
out of cellar
'3ir ID silicic '’Diit DrJy diJw
or iw'o players^
He added 'ne ■would like











9788 - 2nd St. ;S5.'ttoi.TD^S3l.;\y 656-383I
® .Vaiw, Glass 
® ! jtSisrajK-e 
Repairs 




H-obbiis reb*c>unded -from 
' a 1-0. defiot in me second 
half of. their .came agains: 
the Evecgrests Sunday to 
record a 5-2 ’=iin and mose ' 
out. of the calar in fourth; 
envision, Vancotrveu island 
Ladies Held Hockey play. ■.
the leader .for the kcal
■ ibg: ■ 'diSCeb-v Sd'd \4. * T-CTn
. Davis provided the rinai 
gosi. Offensively, the 
Hobbits played wjS. and 
c2.rEtaSzed, as EvergrcEc
■Dreak-aw;-i*s. The. rasring 
''isocS:kCg,a3d:
rougn, :: ■was enjoyarie 
since the team hadn't
the SChedUif,
Sidney Senior ..tfen’s 
hosted’ by Socke, and wnm
2 i -S4 'K''* ■ ■ .. a rookie CD^s^'ec- V',






IBUILb IT RiGHT WiTHI
'Ki:
,Ke3iisbe&3g:Sthe aeam ■ 
jspbfceswpmsn,' .says.. . bses:,'
; rsaying :. -ibSEry .made, a' 
ocQceabfe .mffsence to the; 
Hbbbrfsdefenshe-came, i'
, -, H eriinbeEa said -thoogh 
me name., was oivslcalv.
' and Gris Cne3dje,’wbo a:'e 
;' stmpkmemtnng The. team's
.. tDriafEsgaimhh-'r Oldrimers 
'm . .Sobfce,.-ai' 32 ;.r
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Local high school rugby 
clubs emerged from last 
week’s action no better off 
than they went in, and in 
fact became even more 
entrenched in the league 
cellar.
Parkland kicked off last 
week’s play in the Greater 
Victoria High School 
Rugby League with a 35-0 
drubbing March 18 at the 
hands of first-place Oak 
Bay Barbarians.
Mark Wyatt accounted 
for much of the Oak Bay 
scoring with one try, a 
penalty goal and two
conversions. Parkland 
remained in last spot in the 
league with only four points 
on two wins and five losses.
They were quickly joined 
by Stelly’s Stingers who got 
stung by fourth place 
Reynolds 10-0 March 19. 
Stelly’s has an identical two 
wins and five losses record 
for only four points.
Meanwhile, Claremont 
Spartans continued • their 
fine pftkv with a 34-6 win 
over Esquimau March 19. 
The win kept Claremont 
within one point of Oak 





The North American 
Interplanetary Society will 
meet April 8 at 7:30 p.m. in 
room 303, Central junior 
high school, 1280 Fort 
Street Vittoria.
Everyone is welcome. A 
film and discussion will be 
featured.
APRIL is CANCER MONTH
PRE.CAMPAIGN GIANT RALLY 
at HOTEL SIDNEY,
MARCH 27, 8:00 P.M.
All area Captains, Canvassers and Vc(lunters Invited. 
Cancer can be Beaten — Sidney and North Saanich 
Unit, Canadian Cancer Society.
WORK CLOTHES ^
SAANICHTON PLAZA 652-2121
Player for Stelly’s narrowly avoids rush of opposition during 10-0 loss to Reynolds in league 





Sidney Senior Men’s 
Hockey League 1979-80 
season'" ended Saturday 
night with its annual 
awards ceremonies and 
banquet.
The event was attended 
by 75 league members and 
guests, and included a 
buffet dinner and dance as 
well as the presentation of 
awfards.
Travelodge captain,^ 
Bruce McKay accepted the 
Mitchell Anderson League 
? . Championship Trophy, and 
? r witjliS coach^^ "father, 
i ; McKay, also accepted 
the, [Harvey’s ; Sporting" 
Good’s ; Playoff Cham- 
* pipnship Trophy.
For his 3.33 goals against 
average, Travelodge’s Dave 
« Ingraham was presented 
with the Sidney Tire Top 
Goaltender Award, and for 
outstanding play during the
recently concluded 
playoffs, was presented 
with the Denim Disco 
Playoff M.V.P. Trophy — . 
the league’s newestaward.
Gary Shumka of Sidney 
Freight was also awarded 
two of the individual 
trophies, the first of which ' 
was the Travelodge League 
M.V.P. Trophy in 
recognition of the out­
standing season he has 
enjoyed.
: Shumka also won the 
most difficult a.nd probably 
the most prestigious award, 
the Sidney Freight Most 
Sportsman like . Player,; 
Trophy.
The Motel Sidney Top ’ 
Scorer Trophy was awarded 
to Rob Smith of Sidney 
Freight who amassed 53 
points throughout the 
season, for a 3 points per 
game average.
Gord Burdge, Sidney 
Freight’s most consistent
defenceman, was awarded 
the Sparling Realty Top 
Defenceman Trophy. 
Burdge was also top scoring 
defenceman, recording 25 
points over the 17 games in 
which he participated.
The league had some 
difficulties with respect to 
organization at the 
beginning of the season, but 
managed to overcome and 
enjoy a successful season.
One of its problems, 
however, is the strength of 
Travelodge and Sidney 
:Freight — a strength which 
simply overpowers; Hotel 
Sidney :: and > Shejbdurne;
Texaco, though the Hotel 
grew considerably stronger 
toward the end of the 
season.
Hopefully next season 
power will be more evenly 
distributed and the league 
wiir provide the same ex­
citing brand of hockey fans 
enjoyed throughout the 
playoffs, when any of the 
teams take to the ice.
Both Hotel Sidney and 
Shelbourne display a great 
deal of potential, which, if 
converted into real on ice 
performance, could 
defirxitely,, , create, an in­
teresting, cpmpetitive.
/J:!»!»(«!!
MWG & BELL 
LINED PLAID SHIRTS 




Some items still left after stock clearance.
WESTERN SHIRTS, RAINCOATS, STRIPED VELOURS - All 20% OFF
'EVERYTHING FOR THE WORKER'
Make a purchase* at Joe’s Work Clothes any time until April 9, and you will B 
receive free of charge a year’s subscription to The Sidney Review. Please fill out I 
this coupon and leave with proof of purchase or merchant’s stamp, at Toe’j 
WorkClothes.
*Miniminn purchbfto: $8.00 
Name . ................................ .^;..
Addre.ss .............................. ................ ..




The entire complement of 
the Peninsula Minor 
Hockey Association 
crowded onto the ice of 
Panorama Leisure Centre 
Saturday for the year-end 
award ceremonies.
Lou Neudcckcr hosted 
the gala ceremonies where 
hundreds of friends and 
family : members of the 
players listened to short 
^ speeches by Mayor Norma 
: Sealey and North Saanich
' Aid. Jay Rangel.
The league jut completed 
another successful season, 
boasting the South Island ''' 
Bantam H Champions and a 
new rep team in the PeeWee 
A Division, The PeeWee 
team was originally a B, 
division team, but was 
upgraded to A when their
division folded early in the 
season.
FINAL REGISTRATION 
March 29, 10 to 4 
Place: Harvey's Sporting Goods
Phone 656-6166














And wo .no lioic la snive its 
moviftK population, II you havn, 
just movpd into n n«w homo,






with your sweetheart 
in the h 
S59.95
Flight now, you can spend 3 days and 2 nights in tho deluxe 
accommodations of ono of Vancouver’s most respected 
traditional hotels for a spocial wookend rate: just $59,951 
plus 5% room tax.
SInglo or doublo occupancy.
Free parking,
And ono of the finest seafood restaurants in tho city.
It’s also within walking distance of just about evorything 
this magic city has to offer. Ga.slown. Pacific Centre. The 
Soabus. Stanley Park, The Art Gallery. Theatres. Nightclubs. 
Como for a weekend. You’ll want to stay forever..
‘Offtu oxifindiul Id Moy 31(,i, 1900
For rosorvnlions or inforiwUlon, call 80a-6e3-94tfl - toll frool
H4W Word Gooroia Stroot, Vancouvor, B.C, V6C1P8
Tol: (604) 681-r5481 Tolox; 04-311012.
.;■■■■„
SHOP LOCALLY FOE FMiENBLY SEEViCE AND COMPEimVE PEiCENG
ANTIQUES AND SECOND HAND
Brentwood Bargain Barn 
7115 West Saanich 652-1711 






2388 Beacon Ave, --656-3422
ARTS AND CRAFTS
Marsh Centre ol Art
2447 Beacon Avo, -656-0222
SidneyAil
2505 Beacon Avo,-656-4812










Royal Bank of Canada 
1183 Vordier-682-1173 
Royal Bank of Caiiada '
2464 Beacon- 656-3947
BATH BOUTIQUES 
FiliBTPiumbiftg and Bath Supplies 
97e3-3rdSt.™656-2514 




# 1-7120 Wost Saanich Rd. - 652-1222 




7105B Wost Saartich Rd. - 652-3422
Ovds Eye Books
249ft R«.lC(wAve -656-3515













# 210 - 2405 Beacon Avo. -656-7822
CONTRACTORS
Keyword Industries





Busy Bee One-Hour Dry Cleaners 
7103 WostSaanichRd.-652-2322 





One-Hour Drive-In Cleaners 











2405 BeaconAve. -■ 656-5831
Chei. Cloth
2317 BeaconAve, "-656-6212 















2505 Beacon Avo, — 656-4812 
FURNntlRE AND APPLIANCES
Danish Upholstery ft Drapes 
7177 W, Soanich Rd,- 652-1591 




10229 McDonald Park Rd, -- 656-1920
GIFT SHOPS
Miramar Cards and Things 
2457 Boncon-656-4316 




ion 4 Me Donald Park Rd -656-1313
GROCERY STORES
Brentwood Food Giant
7154 West Saapich Rd, - 65 2 -1812
Brentwood Super Mart








7855 £. Saanich Rd,- 652-4712
Slioo-Wise
98l9-5thSt,
Sidney Super Foods Downtown Sidney 
(across from Hotel Sidnoy)
HARDWARE STORES
Brentwood Hardware and Athletics
7103 West Saanich Rd, - 652-2822






HOTELS, MOTELS AND INNS
Hotel Sidney
2537 BeaconAve,-656-1131 
Victoria Airport Travelodge 
















7105 West Saanich Rd.-652-3143
The Cat's V/hlskers
2405 Beacon Avo, " 656-3342
Gal's Pal Udies Wear




1193 Vordior Avo, "^'65?.-56l2
LAUNDROMATS
Wash-Rite
3 rd SI, (across from tho Sidnoy Review) 
















10134 McDonald Park Rd, - 656-4033
Marsh Marino Charterboats
244 7 BeaconAve,,Box2609 -656-4335
Roy's All-Bay Marine Services
10134 McDonald Park Rd,-656-7023
Skookum Manufacturing
207 2 Henry- 656-7311
MARINE SUPPLIES 
All-Bay Marina
2238 Harbour Rd,-656-3167 
Sea Chest Sailing Shop 
,9732-lstSt,-656-6621 




7005 East Saanich Rd,-652-2411
Sidney Meat Market
9786 -andSt.-656-7535




Lann Copeland Music 
7174AW.Sa9nichRd,-652-4512
MUSIC ANDRECORl-TS
J,J, Record Centre 
2405 BoaconAvo,-656-7522 
Sidney Music ,,




NURSERIF.S AND GARDEN SUPPLIES
t.i»r.gl<ind Garden SuppISts 















Aquatlol Pet Shop 
Beacon Plaza Moll-656-3314
PLUMBING SUPPLIES 














Bayshore Family Restaurant 
812 Verdier Avo.-652-3622 
Clipper Inn,
2558 Bevan Avo,-“656 4640 
Deep Cove Chalet 
11190 Chalet Rd,~656-3541 
The Latch










KeatingXRd. • Oldfield Rd. - 652-4484
•1591
SECRETARIAL SERVICES 
Sunshine Secretarial Services 
2452 Beacon Ave.- 656-5641
SERVICE STATIONS
Flint Motors







2475 Beacon Ave, — 656-4724 
Town Square Shoes 
#2.08-2405 Beacon Avo,-656-7331
SPORTING GOODS 
Brentwood Bay Sporting Goods,
7105AW. Saanich Rd,-652-5614 
Harvey's Sporting Goods 
2485 BoaconAvo.-656-4393









VlllageToy and Hobby Stioppo 
#3-7120 W, Saanich Rd. - 652-5838
UPHOLSTERY AND DRAPES
Danish Upliolstery ft Drapes
7177 W, Saanich Rd, ™ 652-
VARIETY STORES 




#6-10114 McDonald Park — 656-3222
WOOD STOVES 
Sidney Flreplaoe Shop 
9788 ■2ndSt,-656-3831
ne^aiiwpa
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S/}o/> Locally ai GAL’S PALS LADIES WEAR
Jocelyn Howell says Canadian 
designers are producing better 
quality ladies’ wear at more 
reasonable prices than in the 
United States and his shop at 7855 
East Saanich is the tangible proof.
Gal’s Pal carries a full range of 
dresses, evening gowns, sport­
swear, separates sweaters, lingerie 
and swimwear — all of the highest 
Canadian quality. And his staff, 
Anne McLean and Anna Allen, 
provide friendly, no-pressure 
service which gives the store its 
happy neighborhood atmosphere.
But it’s in the new move toward 
dresses that Gal’s Pal excells. 
“Women today want to be more 
feminine,’’ he says. And whether
it’s zingy, clingy, slinky evening 
dresses or sleeved, sensible styles 
for the career girl. Gal’s Pal has 
one of the largest selections on the 
Peninsula ranging in size from 
five to 44 and in half sizes from 
121/2 to 241/2.
Gal’s Pal is now a small chain 
of three stores — in Saanichton, 
Colwood and Victoria — and can
buy in large quantities and offer 
better selection.
Gal’s Pal also displays classic 
belts, Italian and Oriental 
scarves, silk flowers and other 
accessories but best of all — 
excellent and reasonably priced 
alterations.
Hours are from 10 a.m. to 5:30 





Shop lAycally at . . . BUTLER BROTHERS
One of the Peninsula’s oldest 
businesses also happens to have 
grown into one of the largest, 
most comprehensive establish­
ments in the area, spreading over 
tens of acres in the Keating 
Industrial Park.
Butler Brothers equipment, 
concrete, lumber and building 
supply companies provide 
everything for the small home 
builder to the incorporated 
construction giant.
In the Home Centre at 2120 
Keating, Ian Hamilton and Bob 
Close manage the store and yards 
lumber, building materials, 
hardware and paints. Down the 
road at Butler’s Equipment Ltd., 
2046 Keating, manager Jack
Shapansky stocks all the heavy 
and light machinery to take care 
of the yard or farm.
The third autonomous division 
of Butlers is Ken Johnson’s 
department — the ready-mbc 
company which was where it all
started when Claude Butler first 
opened his gravel pit years ago.
Hours at the Home Centre are 
7:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Monday to 
Friday and open at 8 a.m. 
Saturday; the equipment division 




Shop Locally at HOLLOWAY’S SIDNEY
FLORIST
if/
Holloway’s Sidney Florist has 
been in town a long time and over 
the years it has built a name on 
quality and reliability that’s hard 
to beat.
J ust one of the many features 
appreciated by patrons of this 
Store is the fact that manager 
■ Kathy Blaine and her staff 
- provide delivery service anyvvfere 
in the Greater Victoria area at no’ 
extracharge.
Their fresh and artificial 
arrangements view with each 
other for attractiveness — you 
really have to touch their 
imitation flowers and foliage to 
find they’re not real.
Located at 2499 Beacon, this 
florist/also differs from other 
stores in that many of the flowers 
including all the roses, mums and 
potted plants are grown right here 
on the peninsula and are not 
flqwnhere.
;- v freshness l and fragrance is 
uitself butla^glance around 
nny shop snows that these 
blooms are also outstandingly 
displayed whether it is in a custom 
arrangement, a bouquet for a 
wedding, or a loose natural 
cascade for a spring buffet.
Hours are from 9 a.mf to 5:30 





Shop Locally at . . . PENINSULA LOCK
It may be a great place to get a 
key cut but did you know that 
Peninsula Lock is also the place to 
go for document and money 
safes, alarm systems, installation 
and repair of locks and even 
combination changes on the new 
fancylocks.
Owner and operator Robert 
Parker and his wife Michelia have 
been atv2351 Beacon for just over 
a year; now and have already 
established themselves as the 
area’s first full-time locksmith 
store with a steady clientele.
Formerly working towards his 
skipper’s ticket with B.C.’s largest 
tug firms, Parker suffered a back 
injury and has now been a
locksmith for five years. Future 
plans are to expand into such 
sidelines as alarm systems, which 
he used to install. Already he 




• Looking ahead, he has begun to 
study electronic push-buttoh 
coiled locks which he sees coming 
for both private homes and cars. 
Biut foP the present he has one of 
the largest selections of blank keys 
on the Peninsula anil access to
every imagiriable foreign <■ car
blankr;/":'v .'7/
Starting March 31 store hours 
will be Monday to Friday 9 aim. 
to 5:30 p.m. excepting Wed­





Shop Locally at .. .
Gam and Eve Moore have 
cleaned the clothes of royalty, 
Hollywood stars, ambassadors 
and diplomats but now they have 
moved their business to Brent­
wood where they have lived for 
years.
Located at 7A.7120 West 
Saanich for the past two years, 
after running the Empress Hotel 
valet .service, phey still clean 
clothes for some of the best — 
incltiding local men’s wear stores 
and the Sidney RCMP.
But they .specialize in a friendly, 
swift .service to local patrons and 
even do small repairs free of 
charge. It's this beautiful cleaning 
along with personal attention 
which has built for them a solid
THE VILLAGE VALET
m.
reputation in the two years they gowns they specialize in curtains
have been here.
As if this weren’t enough, their 
cleaning rates arc substantially 
lower than those of their com­
petitors — sometimes 50 per cent 
lower.
As well as professional
and even have a Slcamex carpet 
cleaner for rent. And Eve Moore 
docs more than that. In her spare 
time she does mcn’.s and ladies’ 
alterations, repairs, dressmaking 
and taiioringtoo.
Hours arc from 7!3() a.m. to 6
cleaning of formal attire, p.rn, Monday to Friday and 8:30 
gradtiatiptt gowns and wedding a.m. to 5 p.m. on Saturday.,
□
Shop Locally at , . .
This is the place to find a gift to 
thrill and delight the fussiest 
expectant mother or dress your 
children from birth to late teens in 
every imaginable design and color 
fashion.
Fanta.sia Fashions is con­
veniently located at 1209 Verdier 
along with a handful of other 
specialty stores and boasts not 
only lots of parking and great 
selection but also a large play-pen 
filled with toy.s.
Even a quick glance through the 
window reveals some of the fine 
hand-made sweaters and booties 
custom ordered by owners Lance 
and Annette Walker, and a stroll 
down the aisles shows the shopper 





Sandra and LeCulottier. carry-cots, crib mobiles, special
Saleswoman Ruby Belknap quilts and diaper stackers that
explains that some of the denims havctobesecn tobcupprcclntcd,
by Joanna Barakeit are brand new Hotirs are from 9 a.m. to 5:30 
and exclusive to Fantasia which p.m. Monday to Friday and from









Shop Locally at BRENTWOOD BARGAIN
At Brentwood Bargain Burn, 
7115 West Saanich you will find 
Canadian hospitality served with 
a Southern drawl.
That’s because three years ago 
Ruth Copclond, along with 
husband Forrest and daughter 
Anita, retired to North .Saanich 
from Texas and decided to go into 
the antique business.
But they didn't stop there, The 
store is now brimming with 
everything from European 
reproduction brn.ss, pewter and 
copper to Native Indian knitting, 
curving and fivadwork. Early 
Canadian dressers stand beside 
carvings by top B.C. artist 
Charles Elliot, mlx-and-match old
BARN
china rests alongside art deco 
frame,s and Delft lamps, and 
around the walls hang oil and 
watcrcolons by such artists a.s 
Arthur Pitts.
A former interior decorator, 
Mrs. Copeland points out that she 
has everything for n young couple 
furnishing their first apartment •— 
Including good working portable 
sewing machine,s and small kit­
chen appliances,
Hours arc from 9:.30 a.m. to 
5:30 p.m. Monday through 
.Saturday and don’t forget to 
listen to the Texas tunes as you 
walk in, played on the front door
chimes '
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Crime rate jumps in Central Saanich
Continued from Page 1 
Central Saanich police. Instead of the 
crime rate rising, it dropped in these two 
municipalities.
RCMP Sgt. Bob Hobson couldn’t 
give a reason for the overall drop.
But he did have a couple of reasons 
for the drop in the number of impaired 
drivers charged.
Impaired drivers went down from 168 
in 1978 in Sidney to only 106 in 1979. 
The same held true for North Saanich 
where only 80 impaired drivers were 
picked up in 1979 compared to 124 in 
1978.
Hobson said the drop could be good 
enforcement or more aware drivers. But 
he suggested instead, there are just as
but they are 
‘they
many impaired drivers, 
more cautious.
“They’re smarter,’’ he said, 
drive better’’ when impaired.
Other areas that saw a drop included 
total criminal charges. They dropped 26 
per cent in Sidney, from 790 in 1978 to 
only 586 in 1979.
The same held true for N’onh Saanich
where total criminal charges fell from 
485 to 433 in 1979, a decrease of 10 per 
cent.
Break-ins took a nosedive as well in 
both Sidney and North Saanich. In 
Sidney they dropped 31 per cent, from 
88 in 1978 to only 61 last year. North 
Saanich saw a 52 per cent decrease from 
87 to only 42 last year.
The number of stolen cars from 
Sidney dropped from 17 to only five in 
1979, while fatal accidents in Sidney 
remained the same both years — one. 
North Saanich reported only two fatal 
accidents compared to one the year 
before.
Total drug cases went from 10 in 1978 
to 28 in 1979, and cases involving
possession of marijuana went from nine 
in 1978 to 27 in 1979 — quite a hike in 
both instances.
Only 17 per cent of the cases handled 
by RCMP for North Saaanich were 
cleared in 1978. But this jumped to 37 
per cent of the causes in 1979.
Sidney’s clearance rate slipped 
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Continued from Page 1
down the river”. This was not true, he 
said, defending the e.xclusion of some 
land of marginal farming capability.
The amount of land not in the .ALR 
“compared favorably” with the amount 
there when the legislation was in­
troduced, he said.
He also defended the right to appeal 
commission decisions at the political 
level — referring, doubtless to the 
provincial cabinet environment and 
land-use committee which allowed 
removal of 626 acres of Langley far­
mland from the ALR after the com­
mission had refused to release the land 
and over which former chairman Gary 
Runka resigned.
He believed that in the crunch the 
political people should have the final say 
and the right to reverse a commission 
decision.
Insofar as the commission was 
concerned, every’one got the same 
treatment and he could assert that he 
had never been approached by a 
politician to reverse a decision, Claridge 
said. ■
Farmers must , make their needs and 
Wants known loudly and clearly, the 
speaker said, and there had to be a 
positive attitude.
“I don’t like hearing: “I’m, only a 
farmer,” Claridge said. “Farmers are a 
very’ important part of the economy in 
this province and particularly in the 
light of the provincial aim to make B.C. 
65 per cent self sufficient in food 
production. V
“There’s really no secret about how 
this can be done,” Claridge added “The 
answer is simple.; Pay the people who are 
doing the work.”
Peninsula resident George Aylard, 
vice-president of the B.C- Federation of
said, pressure must be maintained on 
local politicians and on the Greater 
Victoria Water Board.
Anyone who believed the advent of 
water to the peninsula from the Sooke 
Lake Greater Victoria system would 
supply all needs was disabused by 
several reports presented at the meeting.
Joe Taylor, peninsula representative 
on the area water commission and who 
was later elected president of the far­
mers' institute, said the water situation 
on the peninsula was vastly improved, 
through efforts started by the institute, 
but it could still be improved.
He estimated water would cost about 
S50 per acre-foot in Saanich, SlOO in 
Central Saanich and as much as S200 a 
year per acre-foot in Nonh Saanich-
One thing he did resent, Taylor said, 
was that water was being diverted into 
Colquitz Creek for its beautification — 
water that farmers could use for the 
production of food.
“If Colquitz Creek is beautiful than 
don’t e.xpect to find a beautiful coun­
tryside when the people of Victoria go 
driving on a Suday afternoon,” Taylor 
said.
Institute vice-president Art Garcia, 
who retained his office at the election 
which concluded the farmers’ meeting, 
said one of the problems which needed 
attention was trespassing on farm lands. 
This was a rapidly-growing annoyance 
panicularly in the area where urban and 
suburban growah was encroaching on 
farmland.
The assessment evaluation of farm 
buildings was another local problem and 
the matter of drainage irhprovement. A 
unique strawberry-growing experiment 
taking on Jack Amaud’s farm
over a three-year period should: be 
closely watched and it should be noted 
funds were available; for other novel
ban on
shellfish
Pollution from sewage 
outfalls has contaminated 
beaches in Saanich and the 
Saanich Peninsula and 
residents are warned not to 
harvest clams, mussels or 
oysters from the area af­
fected which stretches from 
Swartz Bay to Turgoose 
Point and includes 
Saanichton Bay, Island 
View Beach and an area 
from Cordova Bay south to 
Ten Mile Point.
The warning comes from 
the federal Environment 
Protection Committee 
following a three-month 
bacteriological and sanitary 
survey on the east side of 
the Saanich Peninsula from 
Tsehum Harbor to 
Telegraph Cove.
salmonellosis,” he said.
The EPS identified 
pollution sources as sewage 
discharges from Bazan Bay, 
Central Saanich pollution 
control centres, the Fin- 
nerty Cove outfall and 
contaminated storm water 
drainage discharging into 
Cordova Bay.
The spokesman said the 
appropriate provincial 
agencies had been notified 
and asked to initiate 
remedial action where 
possible. The public may 
contact local fisheries 
offices for more details of 
closure areas.
HOLLOWAY’S SIDNEY FLORIST
STOP IN OR GIVE US A CALL




An EPS spokesman said 
it was better to buy shellfish 
in stores around southern 
Vancouver Island than for 







Agriculture, agreed. In order to get what' 
/ farmers' heeded; bn the peninsula, he
growing plans which could be instituted
Affected shellfish are 
filter feeders which absorb 
bacteria and viruses from 
surrounding waters.“If 
consumed they could cause 
sewage-related' diseases 
such as gastroenteritis, 
infectious hepititis and
783 FORT ST., VICTORIA
OPENING SUNDAY. MARCH
12 NOON TO 6 P.M.
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39 WHOLE SMOKED READY TO EAT
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Comme je trouve (1 take things as I find them) is the Butler 
family’s motto. There are Butlers everywhere, all over the world, 
all of whom feel strong ties with each other. They hold a reunion 
in England every three years and Butlers from France, Germany, 
Ireland, the U.S., Canada, Australia and South Africa meet to 
celebrate. There’s even a Butler Society in North America!
The wilds of the Saanich Peninsula in 
the latter half of the 19th century — 
complete with black bears and 
marauding wolves — were far removed 
from the ivory towers of England’s 
Oxford, but George Stephen Butler 
made the transition from one lifestyle to 
another with the greatest ease. And be­
loved it.
The man whose family had served the 
kings of England for generations was 
born in 1834, arriving in Victoria in 
May, 1862. In between, George 
graduated from. Oxford, served in the 
Crimean war and was wounded in the 
seige of Sebastapool.
In 1856 he heard of the rich Cariboo 
gold diggings, decided to sell out his 
commission in the army and sailed for 
British Columbia.
The journey was horrendous — even 
in those times - and in a letter George 
gives a clear picture of conditions 
aboard the “Sonora” enroute from 
Panama to San Francisco.
There were more than 1,200 
passengers crowded on board — third 
class travellers had no beds to sleep in, 
no water to wash in — the temperature 
was around 120 degrees and there were 
several cases of measles and smallpox 
aboard, George wrote.
But he reached ‘Frisco unscathed on 
April 27, 1862, and made his way, first 
to Victoria and then to the Cariboo 
goldfields. Although George remained 
there for severaT years he was not 
strikingly successful and took a position 
_as tollkeeper on the Cariboo Road.
In tire winter of 1867-68, : George 
returned to Victoria to marry his English 
sweetheart. Miss Fanny Catherine Brett.
A fitting mate for the adventurous 
George, Fanny had first to make the 
journey out from England —- and her 
fiancee gave her a choice of three routes.
His first suggestion was for her to sail 
to New York and travel thence to San 
Francisco by stagecoach — a distance of 
some 4,000 miles.
But the intrepid Fanny was smart and 
turned this idea down. Stage coaches 
travelled non-stop on this route — 
except for changing horses and drivers 
every day at regular stage stops ~ and 
the poor, weary passengers travelled 
continuously for 20 days (an average of 
200 miles each day) often across hostile 
Indian territory.
The second course open to Fanny was 
to take a boat around the Horn to 
‘Fri.sco and thence another boat to 
Victoria —• or she could sail to Panama, 
cross the Isihumus on foot, board a ship 
to ‘Frisco and then another to Victoria.
Poor I'ann'y must have been mazed at 
these choices which would have
terrified a lesser woman, but she was a 
governess and an intelligent girl. She 
chose the Panama route, left in the fall 
of 1867 and except for one occasion, her 
journey seems to have passed without 
any alarming incidents being recorded 
— except one.
When Fanny landed at Panama she 
spent the night in an hotel which was so 
badly infested with rats she is reputed to 
have spent most of the night standing on 
a chair.
She finally arrived in Victoria three 
months after leaving England, 
seemingly none the worse for wear 
after a journey which would have left 
prostrate most sheltered, refined 
Englishwomen of that period.
She stayed at the home of Bishop 
Cridge until her marriage to George on 
March 17, 1868, in the old Iron Church 
(St. John’s) located where the Hudson 
Bay Company now stands. After a brief 
stay in Victoria, Fanny and George 
moved to the Saanich Peninsula and 
Fanny took charge of the first Saanich 
school.
The young Mrs. Butler was the first 
woman teacher in Saanich. A charming, 
active woman, as well as running a 
home, producing nine children — and 
teaching — F^ny also taught music to 
youngsters ranged across the coun­
tryside, travelling alone by horse and 
buggy to visit her pupils.
Fanny, then, was musical, and George 
had a fine singing voice and a repertoire 
of songs — including many comic Irish 
ones he’d learned while stationed in 
Ireland — and the couple took a leading 
role in the social life of the community.
Fanny’s skills at the piano enlived 
social gatherings arid concerts and for 
many years her piano — sent from 
England and a gift from her father — 
was the only one on the peninsula.
No party was complete without Fanny 
at the piano and George singing — in 
fact, it became customary to load the 
piano onto a wagon prior to spending an 
evening with friends.
Later, all five Butler boys lined up to 
sing with their father. The couple’s four 
daughters all played the piano “a little” 
but never really worked at becoming 
proficient because “mother never 
refused to play for anyone.”
The schoolhouse was a log building 
located on the southern slope of Mount 
Newton and the land was donated by 
William Thomson, another pioneer 
settler of the same period. Later, when 
more settlers arrived and new schools 
were built, the Butlers went lo live on 
West Saanich Rond near George 
Thomas’ farm.
Thomas gave three acres of land for a
The Butlers had nine children — 
Wilfred Stephen, Claud (no “e”) 
Henry, May Hester, Hugh Arthur 
(called Bruce), Geoffrey, Charles, 
Dora, Maude and Gladys.
Claude Henry married Florence Pearl 
Thomson and the couple had five 
children — Claude (spelled with an 
“e”), Dorothy Pearl, Eric James, 
Thomas Henry, and Charles Lawrence, 
Claude’s twin.
The four Butler brothers today form 
the Butler Bros, company on Keating 
Crossroad.
Friday, Claude Butler talked about 
his famous family, of which he is justly 
proud. But then he’s a staunch believer 
in families sticking together.
“The family should never exclude 
anyone, it should include every member 
— the good, the bad and the indifferent, 
he says.
Togetherness of the family is the only 
thing that will straighten out the world, 
he says.
In a Butler family grand reunion held 
in 1962, close to 200 members of the 
family attended. Now, many Butlers are 
scattered far and wide across Canada 
and there’s even a branch of Butler 
Mormons in the U.S’., Butler says. ^
He’s especially proud of one of his 
English relatives, R:A. Butler, known 
affectionately in the Old Country as 
“Rab”.
Rab, Butler’s third cousin and now iri 
his 80s, was a fornier Tory chancellor of 
'the exchequer and is currently Master of 
Trinity at Oxford:: “He’s a wond^ful
perbsh,^’Butlef says.
George*s wife, Fanny, with grandchild, DaphneKFaud.
school site which he deeded to Fanny 
and everyone helped to put up a house, 
one room of which was set a.sidc for the 
schoolroom.
The house was in the heart of the 
forest. Wolves howled at night and 
black bears plentiful in those days —
raided the farmyards.
Fanny gave birth to two children 
wliile she was teacher and during these 
periods George stood in as substitute 
teacher. No doubt his war experiences 
and his years spent on he goldfields 
provided .some enthralling stories for his
wife’s pupils when .she was absent.
George died early, at 51. Fanny lived 
on until 1920, and died in her 80th year.
Before his death, George farmed 160 
acres, and .some 50 acres of the original 
land remains today divided between 
various members of the Butler family .
He pays at least two visits to England 
each year and keeps in touch with all his 
overseas relatives. "1'-
The original Butlers were Normans 
who left France in the 10th century and 
journeyed to England with William the 
Conqueror. Later, most of the Butlers 
settled in Ireland, but because they were 
Protestants, moved to England some 
300-odd years ago, Butler says. Mat­
thew, one of his ancestors, settled in 
Bury, Hampshire.
Claude Butler i s steeped in the history 
of his forbears. “1 love niy ancestors,” 
he says simply. But his feelings go 
beyond pride and encompass respect 
and admiration for those gallant 
pioneers who struggled with hardship 
and overcame obstacles most people 
would blanche at today.
"We should all experience that feeling 
of having our backs to the wall, we 
.should all know the bottom of despair," 
he says.
Ultimately, he says, one’s character is 
all the better after enduring hardship,
Saankh Peninsula volunteer firemen, Doug loney, Gary Whalley, Vince Case Gary Dean, and Merv Hughes, 




Ever wondered what that old bottle from Aunt Tessie 
or that collector’s whatsit from grandad really is? Well, 
you have a chance to find out this Saturday and Sunday 
as Sidney hosts its first-ever Collectables Show and Sale 
at Sanscha Hall.
Perhaps you may even want to bring some of those 
old “collectables” from years past to show others or 
even sell because that’s the spirit of the show.
It is meant as a time for people to visit, view, and 
perhaps buy something that really catches their eye or 
their fancy.
Spend a nostalgic hour viewing displays of everything 
from postcards to bottles from years gone by.
For those who so imbibe, there will be a tea room in 
the rear where you and your friends can stop for a drink 
and a bite of lunch.
The whole affair begins at 10 a.m. each day and runs 
through until 8 p.m. Admission is 50 cents at the door 
and coffee and donuts will be provided free for those 
people selling and displaying.
' For more information on showing or selling contact 









KITCHEN SHOPS - BATH BOUTIQUES
Town Square, 5th & Beacon 
Sidney 656-4711
On Quality 
Pre-owned Cars & Trucks 
from Vancouver island’s
Dealer.






KIDS - time permitting, Eleanor will 
decorate your egg while you watch 
Bring along a plain chocolate egg.
79 VOLVO 245 DL 4 GYL, S/W, A/T, PS, PB, Brown . .$9495 
’78 VOLVO 244 GL 4 CYL, 4 Sp. O/D, PS, PB, R, Silver ... .$9295 
’78 VOLVO 245 DL 4 CYL, S/W, 4 SP, O/D, PS, PB, Brown $8995
’76 VOLVO 242 DL Fl 4 GYL, 4 SP, O/D, PB, R, R/T Tach,
Green ..... .. .......................... .............. .......................... .. .$7295
’76 VOLVO 244 DL Fl 4 GYL, 4 DR, A/T, PS, PB, R, R/T,
' White . ....;........ . ..;... .....;..... .: $6995
’74 VOLVO 164 E Fl 4 DR, A/T, PS, PB, A/C, R, Gold ... .$6495 
’74 VOLVO 144GLFl, 4 GYL,AT;PB, R, Green . /..$5295 
’72 VOLVO 142E4 CYL, 2 DR, A/T, R, IL'T .......Y;v i • .$3995
1st MOMDAY
EVERY
:’79 MERCURY MONARCH SE4:DR, ,V-8, A/T,'p:S/, P.B., V/R, 
R/T, Yellow . : -..t..; .:. .$5995
’78 FORD SQUIRE PINTO 2 DR/ S/W, V-6, A/T; P.S., P.B., 
R/R^lue ./....... .....................$5995
’78 DODGE ASPEN 4 DR, S/W, 6 CYL, A/T, P.S., P.B., R,
Red, ........:.....;..................... ........... .$5295
’77 DODGE D 200 VAN CONV. V-8, A/T, PS, PB, AM, FM, 
Camperized, Blue . ................................................... ......................... $8495
’75 MERCURY BOBCAT VILLAGER 2 DR, S/W, 4 CYL, A/T, 
PB, R, Blue ...... ........ ................. ............................. .... ..$2995
’75 FORD TORINO SQUIRE 4 DR, S/W, V-8, A/T, PS, PB, R,
Gold ............................................................ .......... ........ ..................  .$2995
’75 PONTIAC ASTRE2 DR, 4 CYL, 4SP, R, Beige  ............ $2495
’73 PINTO SQUIRE 2 DR, S/W, 4 CYL, A/T, R, R/R,
Green Woody...... ........ ................................. ........ .................... .... .$2995
’70 FORD V4 VAN 6 CYL, 3 SP, R, Mags, White . .. .$2995
1 SPORTS (SUIT TYPE) lACKET 
^^r l PR. PANTS OIT SLACKS 
1JHEDIUM WEIGHT SWEATER 
>1 PLAIN SKIRT >2 TIES 
YOUR CHOICE




ON ALL OTHER DRYCLEANING 
AND MINOR REPAIRS
’78 V.W. RABBIT2 DR, 4 CYL, Fl, A/T, R/R, R, R/T,
Blue .......................... ........................................................................... $5595
’78 DATSUN 510 4 DR. A/T, R.A/C, U/C, MLDGS, 
Green ............. ...........................,..............
’77 TOYOTA COROI.LA 4 DR, S/W, A/T, R, Red ....
’76 DATSUN B2I0 2 DR, 4 CYL. 4 SP, R, Red .........
’74 DATSUN 260 2X2 6 CYL, A/T, PB, AM. FM, Green . 
’73 DATSUN 610 2 DR, H/T, 4 SP, R, R/T, Yellow . ,.,. 
’73 TOYOTA CORONA 4 DR, S/W, 6 CYL, A/T, R,
Orange V.,............... .................... ..
’73 TOYOTA COROI.LA 1600 C€ 2 DR, 4 CYl., 4 SP, R, 
Gold..,.,,...........................................
’72 TOVOTA CEl.lCA 2DR,4CYL,4 SP, R, While ,...
’72 DATSUN 5104 DR, S/W, A/T, R, While ......................
’72TOYOTA COUON A 2000 2 DR, 4 CYl., A/T, R, Red 
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Speech instructor Phil Harmuth with June.
New life for June
June Wilkinson is a happy woman — and on the 
surface, that fact defies comprehension.
Because June suffers from cerebral palsy. Her speech 
muscles are impaired — as are the muscles all over her 
body. The effects? Her head, arms and hands are 
constantly agitating — and she can’t talk. Only emit 
harsh grunts and strangled sounds.
The 35-year-old woman lives in a home for han­
dicapped people on Mount Newton Crossroads, goes 
home every so often for a holiday. And up until a few 
years ago June was unable to communicate with anyone 
and make her desires and feelings known.
But Blissymbolics changed her life.





Q. I am partially retired 
, and a substantial portion 
of my income is from 
dividends and from the 
sale of slocks and bonds.
1 spend a great deal of 
lime and money 
studying the market and 
1 subscribe to several 
iriycslmcnt publications. 
Arc these deductible on 
my income ta.x return?
A. No, Investment 
counsel fees including 
fees paid for the ad­
ministration and 
management of shares 
and .seeurilies are 100 
percent deductible. 
However, fees paid for 
financial magazines and 
newspapers are not 
deductible.
.303 - 2453 Beacon 
656-2411
nm BLOCK
THE INCOME TAX SI'liCIAUttlB
TOWN OF SIDNEY COURT OF REVISION
FRONTAGE TAX SUPPLEMENTAL 
ASSESSMENT ROLL
In 1942, Charles Bliss 
arrived in Shanghai as a 
refugee from war-torn 
Europe. While in China, he 
noticed that although the 
Chinese might have dif­
ficulty , in understanding 
each others dialect they had 
no trouble-’when readings 
for their script was based on 
standarized symbols.
To Bliss, this was a clue. 
What if someone could 
invent a language system 
that could become basic? 
That could surmount 
cultural barriers? Bliss was 
sure the answer lay in a 
system of symbols based on 
meaning and removed from 
a phonetic base. He moved 
to Australia in 1946 and 
worked at establishing a 
symbol language.
There are now many 
symbolic communication 
systems in exi.stence but 
Blissymbolics offers the 
most comprehensive 
representation of a wide 
range of meanings, 
emolions, ideas, questions, 
actions and relation.ships,
The ability to read is not 
a pre-reqiiisilc, Some of the 
symbols are pictographs 
and look like the things they 
represent. The structure of 
the system enables the user 
10 expand a small number 
of basic symbols into a 
symbol vocabulary of 
infinite size. Above all, 
Blissymbolics provides the 
user with the capability to 
coninmnicatc in sentences,
Most people work with a 
display —- or board ~ 
placed before them. The 
user points to the .symbol or 
symbols he wishe.s to use 
and is thus able to com- 
municnie.
last week. She threw back her head and laughed. It’s a 
strange, shrill laugh but there’s no mistaking it as an 
expression of joy.
She feverishly smacked one hand against the fist of 
the other. That — in Blissymbolics — means ‘ ‘yes’’.
We spent close to an hour with June — and despite 
the fact that she couldn’t utter a word — had a fine 
conversation. .
What does it mean for June to be able to com­
municate with people?
Blissymbolics (see sidebar) has literally revolutionized 
the handicapped woman’s entire outlook. “It’s changed 
her life,” says Phil Harmuth, June’s speech instructor.
Trudy Pouluth-Penner, 25, residnt counsellor at 
Springwood, residential home for handicaped on 
Mount Newton, just says, “It’s incredible.”
As well as being able to communicate with her peers, 
staff and visitors, one of June’s problems was com­
municating with her mother. Now, with the aid of 
Blissymbolic boards, she can “chat” with everyone.
June even works in the kitchen at Springwood — 
every resident does some chore—- and makes herself 
understood with the aid of one of three special 
blissymbolic boards.
“It took June a year to get used to the concept of 
using her Blissymbolic boards as a rneans of com­
munication,” Pouluth-Penner says.
It’s a temptation for non-verbal people to gesticulate 
and try alinost, any means of communication befjore 
actually coming to grips with; Blissymbolics, but once 
the hurdle of acceptance is over, the handicapped 
usually makes great leaps and bounds — especially , 
cebrebal palsy victims, whose intelligence is not im- “ 
, paired.
Other people who can benefit from the method are 
the mentally retarded or those with brain damage, but - 
their progress is slower.
Communication with Blissymbolics doesn’t require 
‘ any motor ability at all. Disabled people who cannot 
even move their hands lo indicate .symbols use their eyes 
(to indicate direction on boards) and nod their heads for 
negative and affirmative replies to questions relating to 
the boards.
June is luckier than some and can use her hands — 
even though they’re shaky— for indicating symbols. 
And for a handicapped person she leads a reasonably 
full life.
After her chores in the kitchen at Springwood, she’s 
free to swim, use the gym, go shopping (with Harmuth 
or Pouluth-Penner) read (currently, grade one or two 
books) or watch cartoons on television.
And Springwood is a democratic institution. June 
even has a say in activities, says Pouluth-Penner, who 
holds regular scs.sions with Springwood resident on 
upcoming programs and makes sure they have their .say.
For someone who started out from birth with 
seemingly insurmountable handicaps, June has been 
able to come to terms with life — and even enjoy it — 
and Blissymbolics plays no small part in that triumpli.
The Greater Victoria Society for Allernaie Com- 
municalion sponsors the Bli,ssymbolics program, It has 
very little money - a monthly grant of $2,191) — and 
relics much on donations to provide the service in the 
Greater Victoria area,
Currently four instructors arc helping .some .50 
handicapped people — but there arc lotsmore disabled 
out there who need help but don't get it through lack of 
funds, •
March 24 - 29 is Blissymbolics Week. It's held to 
make people aware of the service and to solicit 
donations. There's also a display at Hillside Mall Friday 
and Saturday, all day,
Donations should be sent to the society at No. 420 - 
620 ViewStrcci, Victoria, B.C, V8W 1J6.'
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Testod By
British Coiumbia Automobilo Association 
For Your Protoction
TAKE NOTICE that a Court of Revision will be held on the FOURTEENTH 
DAY OF APRIL, 1980, at 4!00 p.m,, in the Council Chambers, Town Hall, 2440 





100% Bank Financing at low rates O.A.C.
McCALLUM
"mw Motors Ltd.
THE (XJURT OF REVISION sluill hear complaint.s and may review and correct 
the !• I outage Tax Siipplenutmal Assessment Roll us to:
(a) the names of the owners of parcels of laiui;
(b) the actual I’oETt-froniagc of the parcels;
(c) the taxable fool-frontage of the parcels. '
The Frontage Tax Snpplcmcnlal Assessment Roll shall be open to inspection at 
Ihe above location between the hours of 9:00 a.m. and 4:(K) p.m., Monday to 





Free Law Course 
at the SIDNEY LIBRARY
No complaints shall be heard by the Court of Revision unle.ss each complaint has 
been given In writing and delivered tb the Town Hail at least forty-eight (48) 
hour.s pi kir to the sitting of the Court ns .shown above.
How To Choose and Use A Lawyer 
and
How The Legal Profession Operates
CORNER YATB & COOK 
Phone I ii
Dated at Sidney, B.C., this 19ih Day of March, 1980.
a.S,l,ogari, A.C.LS.C.M.C. 
Town Administrator
D5603 NOTE: THE ABOVE API'I.IES ONLY TO THOSE PERSONS WHOSE FR(3NTAGE CHANGED DURING 1979
March 31, 7:30-9:30 p.m.
I 656-3713 TO PRE.REGISTER 
liiiiiiiiiiiiiniunitununtiviuiinuiiiuiiiiiiHniuiiniiiiiiiitiiiiiiiitninjiiiiil!
“The Canadian Cancer 
Society needs more 
volunteers Cor its April 
drive,” says Julienne 
L'HirondclIc, president of 
the Sidney and North 
Saanich unit. “The area has 
grown tremendously and wc 
have more households and 
businesses lo canvass.
Beating cancer i.s the 
greatest medical challenge 
ever faced by man, he says. 
Anyone wanting to help can 
telephone residential 
campaign chairman .To;m 
Beattie at not t^r
commercial campaign 
chairman Don Clowes at 
6S6.6f»05."
wAius MiuMauNwiM. III.
Wednesday, March 26,1980 THEREVIEW Page 15
North Saanich council briefs i DENCH Excavating Ltd.
Hundreds of people were attracted to library book sale, held in 




Sidney Tsartlip cub- 
master John Hall is ap­
pealing for a donation of 
three tents. Hall said 
Monday the cub .pack had 
three tents which were 
damaged at a fracas on 
Sidney Island last year, and 
“we’ve been patching our 
tents for years.”
Approximate size should 
be 9 by 12 but the tents 
could be a little bigger or 
smaller, Hall said. Anyone 
who has a tent to donate 
should contact the cub- 
master at 656-4326 or 656- 
3724.
official
Peninsula residents will be paying an extra $1 a month 
more per household on their B.C. Hydro bills starting 
April 1, but few will notice the difference.
It’s all part of the Capital Regional District’s tax to 
cover an anticipated $2.2 million deficit in the transit 
- system next year. Commercial users will also be hit by 
the tax,' paying an extra $90 per year, regional directors 
decided last week.
. The tax ends weeks of speculation on whether the 
provincial government would allow the Hydro sur­
charge. The government had indicated it did not ap­
prove of the Hydro tax and wanted a .7 - cent-a-litre 
gasoline tax.
Municipal affairs minister Bill Vander Zalm had 
opposed the proposal at first and suggested it could be 
illegal. Even after acknowledging the legality of the 
region’s stand, Vander Zalm stiU opposed the idea.
But last week cabinet gave final approval to the 
Hydro surcharge. “We really have no alternative but to 
accept their proposal,” Vander Zalm said.
He added the government was not completely happy 
With the tax scheme. Vander Zalm also said he guessed 
residents would not even notice the tax because of the 
proposed elimination of the four-per-cent sales tax on 
Hydro bills.
just prior to the acceptance. Salt Spring 
Island representatives argued that the Gulf Islands 
J should be excluded from the transit tax.
But directors voted to include all the capital region in 
theplan.
In other transit matters, directors agreed that Van­
couver Island Transit servicing outlying areas will only 
accept exact fare from travellers.
However change will be available for commuters who 
buy passes at the Sidney bus depot.
As well, there will be changes in the fare structure for 
handicapped adults travelling on the B.C, Lions Society 
buses. They will pay $1 for each one-way trip within any 
, zone, plus 50 cents to travel to any additional zone.
There are four zones and at present they pay $1.50 for 
a one-way for mile trip, plus 25 cents for each additional 
mile.
North Saanich council 
has turned down a Victoria 
man’s request to have his 
application for removal of 
land from the Agricultural 
Land Reserve forwarded to 
the B.C. Land Commission 
.for review.
Council had earlier 
rejected the application and 
refused to submit it to the 
Land Commission for its 
opinion.
But K.F. Pearce, #209- 
1095 McKenzie, explained 
in a Feb. 29 letter to council 
that the application should 
go to the land commission.
“Since the Land 
Commission has been set up 
for the purpose of 
reviewing such proposals as 
ours, we feel it is only 
reasonable and fair to allow 
them to do so,” said 
Pearce.
The land in question is 
located at the corner of 
Wain and Tatlow Roads.
Council said it could not 
agree to the man’s request 
to forward the application 
because under the 
Agricultural Land Act, 
council does not have to 
forward applications af­
fecting land previously 
zoned farmland.
Council indicated the 
Pearce property had been 
zoned farmland. “It would 
be an abrogation of our 
responsibility” to refer the 
application to the land 
commission. Aid. Jay 
Rangel commented.
In other news:
•James S. Gardner, 
11145 Heather Road has 
written council requesting a 
change in zoning for his 
6.95 acres of land on 
Heather Road.
Gardener wants the land 
rezoned to residential from 
rural, and explained the 
property is not within the 
Agricultural Land Reserve 
and is designated residential 
in the community plan. It 
was referred to committee 
A for recommendation.
•Council was not par­
ticularly impressed with
Health Minister Rafe 
Mair’s reply to its stand on 
the planned removal of 
paediatric and obstetrical 
services from Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital.
Mair acknowledged 
receipt of council’s letter on 
the issue and commented, 
“The Capital Regional 
Hospital and Health 
Planning Commission have 
been addressing the subject 
of obstetrical and paediatric 
services for the Capital 
Region for a number of 
years.”
Mair said recently “the 
roles of the Royal Jubilee 
and new Helmcken Road 
Hospital were reaffirmed 
by the responsible 
authorities in the Capital 
Region.”
Aid. Edgar Farthing 
countered, “This letter 
means nothing.” And 
council agreed, stamping it 
‘ ‘ received and fi led. ”
•A motion to remove all 
underlining zoning from 
land within the Agricultural 
Land Reserve has been 
rescinded by council and 
will be re-examined.
Aid. Jim Cumming, the 
only alderman to oppose 
the motion when it came to 
council last February, said 
if the motion was not 
rescinded and changed it 
would leave developers 
open to build freely on land 
removed from ALR.
Cumming pointed to the 







Senior citizens will 
continue to be able to ride 
the buses in the Capital 
Region for only $5 per year, 
Larry Miller, assistant 
general manager for the 
Urban Transit Authority 
(UTA), which runs the bus 
system, told the Capital 
Regional District's transit 
committee last week the 
provincial government has 
agreed to purchase passes 
for senior citizens receiving 
jiupplcrnentnry income.
The ministry of human 
resources will pay $50 a 
year to the UTA for each 
pass, providing an 
estimated $250,000 for the 
transit budget.
But there will be 
restrictions on the pns.scs, 
Miller said the pa.sscs will be 
restricted during off-peak 
hours and to single zones, 




The Indirstrlul First Aid 
Attendonts' Association 
and the Victoria branch, St. 
.lohn Ambulance, will hold 
11 first aid tnilninp session 
March 26, at 7:30 pan., St. 
John House nuditoriuin, 
941 Pandora Avenue, All 
cwilificaic liuldti:. vvcltoiuc.
The ministry will also be 
the authority to decide how 
mucli the bus pu,sses will 
cost in the future.
The current passes expire 
June 1, but new passes will 
be nvnllablc from the 
ministry,
The agreement ends an 
issue ibal began when the 
CRD said it would not 
continue the bus passes 
past their June 1 expiry date 
because it could not afford 
the $250,000 loss.
It had said all along the 
ministry of human 
resources should be 
responsible for the passes,
Come stay with us.
Close to downtown, within walking distance to most 
tlKiatrcs, shopping mails & beaches.
■CalcCarillon lor brcaklast, lunch Sdinner.
■Live ontortainmont in our Night Watch Lounge,
• Dancing nightly in tho Davie Huis Pub.
• Individual balconies with panoramic views ol the city, 
harbor, mountains and tho sea.
’Color cable vision with in-house movies.




1160 Davie Street, Downtown Vancouver
Present on Chock In Valid to May 31,1980
the ALR owned by Victoria 
Aid. Bob Wright at Tsehum 
Harbour. He said under the 
new motion wiping out 
underlining zoning, Wright 
could build whatever he 
wants on the land.
Mayor Eric Sherwood 
disagreed, commenting that 
if the land was removed 
from the ALR and was, for 
example, a 300-acre parcel, 
then it would remain a 300- 
acre parcel.
Aid. Alan Cornford
agreed with Cumming, 
noting the intent of the 
motion may be missed if the 
motion is not reworded. He 
suggested council remove 
underlining zoning, but 
added the land must remain 
as it is within the ALR at 
this time.
Sherwood and aldermen 
noted the whole process of 
removal of underlining 
zoning could be unpopular 
in North Saanich, par­
ticularly since council must
hold a public hearing before 
moving on the proposal.
•Council received a letter 
from the Victoria Hor­
ticultural Society’s Heritage 
Tree Project suggesting 
protection of the numerous 
heritage trees in North 
Saanich.
•Meanwhile, council was 
informed it has a lengthy 
list of heritage trees within 
its boundaries, including 












WINNER OF THE 
LION’S CLUB 400 




• CAT WORK 
•TRUCKING 




















Gifts Enjoyed Even After Easter
GIFTS!




C E2E Esquimilt Rd.
■ 383.8515'
One inch almost 
invisible Venetian 







Pendelfin 1980 Goebel Easter Egg-//m/fed ed/£/on
B.C. Jewellery & mppmeimted
Limoge and Coalport Eggs
C®me See &mT Wimd®w Bispimyt
SHOPPE HOURS: Monday to Saturday 10 a.m.-5:30 p.m. 
P.S.-Leather Dogwood Stick Pins & Miniature
(Btft ^l|oppe 
The Shoppe with Quality and Selection 
2474 E@ac®ii
STOKE HOURS:
DAILY 8:30 - 6:00 
THURS., FRI. 8:30 - 9:00 
SUNDAY 10:60 - 5:30
butterball; ^
TyRICiY 10 lb: & up lb.
EFFECTIVE WEDNESDAY, 
THURSDAY; FRIDAY
Home of savings 5
^1n,;^wnt6wn’;Sidpey: 
Across from Sidney Hotel,
WE HAVE BEEN S^VIN&tHf
swimtMMm wim
SWIFT WIENERS
PREMIUM OR LAZY 







LAZY MAPLE SAUSAGES 500 gr.




PORK SHOULDER BUTT STEAK










lb, ^2'*’ GROUND BEEF FRESH LEAN 
Ib.SS"' SAUSAGE MEAT OUR OWN BRAND
FRESH GROUND PORK















hTu,shiiiB of water mains will be carried out in stages between March I7th and 
April 3rd inclu.sive. Flushing will start in the sotith (Canora, Weller, etc.) and 
finish in the nonh (Allhoy, McDonald l*ark. White B'rcjt, etc,). Short periods 
of low pres,sure and discolouration of water can be expected between those 
dates. Consumers are warned to be alert for the discolouration, especially 
before using washing nrochincs, dish wn.shcrs and other appliances, The 
discolouration Ls pot harmful to health,
In no cast' tan the Town acttpi rcsponslbiliiy for any damage arising uui of 
the use of discoloured water.
gIs. Logan, A.C.I.S.,C.M.C. 
Town Admlnislraior
KRAFT
CHEESE SLICES 2 lb.
RICH'S For Coffe & Tea
COFFEE RICH 500g.
McCOLL
PEANUT BUTTER 1.5 kg
SUNKIST
ORANGE JUICE 32 oz. jar
REDENBACHER
GOURMET POPCORN 15 oz
SUCCESS
CANNED TOMATOES 28 oz,
G.E. 60, 60, lOOW
LIGHT BULBS
KLEENEX




ICE CREAM 2 litre
SOUR CREAM 500 mL. 89*^



















LUNCHEON MEAT 12 oz. tin
HUTTON
:CORNEDBEIF:12oz,,;























M!5C. FOE SAIE vmvtm FETS
IITESTOCE
SAAI^ICH SALVADCrR COMFORTABLE ROOM tor lo rent, use of kitchen. 656-2961. 0120-li AKAI TAPE656-5724. deck 6 mos. old, S250. 13








Let me show you this lovely 
3 bedroom home in Sidney. 
Full basement, Living room 
with interior wall fireplace, 
dining room and family size 
kitchen. 4 pee. bath & 
ensuite, Rec. room, sun- 
deck, carport and land­




WILD & WOOLY 
Two side by side lots V* & 1 
acre, on a treed south slope 
with double frontage on 
Tatlow and Laurel Rds. in 
Deep Cove. MLS. Asking 
526,500 &S27,750 Gall 
K. DROST
656-2427 656-4000
DEAN PARK ESTATES 
LOW INTEREST 
MORTGAGE 
Unequalled value in this 
lovely 3 Br. one level home 
in the prestigious Dean 
Park area. Numerous assets
AGENCIES 
2481 Beacon 656-3951 
REAL ESTATE 
INSURANCE
COMFORTABLE ROOM to rent 
kitchen. 656-2961 120-U
SIDNEY
Family accomodation for 
only 536,600. Townhouse 
with 3 bedrooms, and 1‘Z: 
baths, good storage area 
fenced yard, with southwest 
exposure. Try your offer.
OPEN HOUSE 
Sat. & Sun. 2-4 p.m. 
Several brand new suites 
available, take this one for 
example: 2 bdrms., wall to 
wall carpet, colored ap­
pliances, view, beautifully 
decorated, thermoglas 
sliding door to balcony. All 
this for onlv 546,900.
SIDNEY
'3 bedrooms, fireplace, 
1'/: bath, no pets. 
Reference required. 5450 
per month. Phone .Mike 
656-4066 or Vic 656- 
4003.
(026-13)
POTATO GROWERS I J.D. plonter, 
Olsen vine beater, J.D. digger. Lock- 
wood combine, Lockwood bulk 
wogon. Lockwood washer-grader. 
Ail $11,000.00 Phone 256-4437 after 6 
p.m. NA-13
SEWING AND ALTERATIONS, 
visible mending. Phone 656-2676. 
121-13
MOTHER OF ONE will babysit in her 
home weekdays beginning in May. 
Nice neighborhood with pork, no- 
through street. 383-3904 onytime.
0117-13




STEER MANURE. SOLO AND HAULED. 
Garden clean-ups, rotolilling and 
shovelling etc. S8.00 per hour. 652- 
4137 after 6 p.m. 0106-14
CATTLE. SHE^. CHICKENS, TRAC­
TORS. clossic Irucks, combine, 
irrigation equipment,- mochinery, 
Auclion Apr. 2, 1:00 p.m. Kangaroo 
Rood. 478-1876. 0129-13
HUMMEL FIGURES and plates: RoypI 
Dalton Figures and Toby Jugs, otS*., 
.Militorio Swords, Boyonets, Bodges, 
ondMedals. 383-0405: 386-0911. 18-lf,
ROTOVATING — smoll powerful 
mochine. Free estimates: Bob 
Mortmon, 656-4772. oiler 5 p.m. 
0133-tl
D40O OBEDIENCE in 10 easy lessons 
given by professiona instructor ond 
catering to Soonich Peninsula 
residents. Storts April 15th. Private 
instruction olso ovoiloble. Coll 598- 





WANTED, yi” lot© mod«l campor 
w!il>out separate toilet room. 652- 
3017. 0132-13
ONE GAaON POTS. Wilt pay 15 cents 
©och. Longloftd Garden Centre. 
Sidr>©y. B.C. 0136-13
WORKING YOUNG LADY, non- 
smoker, non-drinker, dog-owner, 
seeking occommodotion within 10 
miles of larries. Temporory or 
permonent if suitoble. Willing to 
renoN-ote. 598-2782. 0147-13
RUBBAGE: GARBAGE HAULED.
Bosemeni and clean-up jobs. Phone 
*'52-4035. 37.th
FAMILY OF FOUR (no pert) want to 
rent three or four bedroom Homo on 
the peninsula June 1. bosement 
required. 656-7087 . 0124-tf
AHENTION ARTISTS ar>d Craftsmenl 
Need o retail outlet? The Morsh 
Centre of Art. Sidney urgently 
requires etrompies for exhibition ond 
sole on consignment. Pleose phone 
656-0222. 0131-14
^CE1887






Again available for 
Sidney and surrounding 
district. Good Work­
manship at reasonable 
prices.
-■Mso excellent crews 
available for larger jobs. 
656-3297
TRISHA, LAB O.S. cross, two years.
spode. shots, very healthy. Needs 
new Some in country. 656-7749. 111 • 
13
SIBERIAN HUSKY PUPS, registered.
Born Jan. 12‘80. Kornovonda. 
Dichodo. Frostyairo. Wolfden 
bloodlines. Some pet stock. Phone 24 
hours 530-0614. R. Kyie. 8720 Horvie 
Road. RR6 Surrey. B.C. NA-13
REGISTERED AKITA PUPPIES 
(Japanese Bear Dogs), show and pet 
quality. Excellent fomily pets ond 
guard dogs. Available in March. For 
informotion ond reservotion phone 
(403).3S6-2229. na.13
Plans for a Sidney break­
water received a shot in the 
arm from' the Capital 
Region District last week 
when a staff report on 
boating facilities within the 
CRD recommended that 
Sidney be examined for 
large-scale marina con­
struction.
msc. FOR SALS' HSLF WANTED
PUREBRED ENGLISH SPRINGER
Spaniel puppies. liver/whIte. Sire 
ond dome Imported from Scotland. 
Excellent bird dogs aid pets. Many 
field triol champions in pedigree. 
Phone 593-4387. NA-13
The report also suggests 
that one way to solve the 
current berthing shortage is 
to “privatize” public 
wharves — such as the 
Sidney government wharf.
berths selling for ahigher 
price than boats without.
According to the report, 
21 per cent of regional 
residents own boats while 
19 pier cent are sport 
fishermen.
As well, the report 
estimates that if the present 
trends continues, there will 
be a need for between 1,860 
and 2,675 new berths by 
1986, and some four to 
seven new boat lauch
ramps.
The report also estimates
annual expenditure by 
resident boat owners at $30 
million; with visiting 
boaters spending close to 
$3.6 million annually.
As well, up to 340 per­
manent, full-time jobs are 
directly related to 
recreational, boating in the 
CRD, the report says.
The report was sent to the 
technical planning com­
mittee for review and 
comment, and to get 




Can you imagine only 5416 
per month payments if you 
assume this 541,000 (ap­
prox.) lOViTo mongage
good until .April 83 - On a 2 
demand your inspection of Bedroom, no step home, 
this propeny which has now easy care lot, close
COINS-STAMPS
Buying and paying 
highest prices. See Jack 
Mayhew at Sancha Hall 
.Antique Show and Sale, 
March 29 and 30. (0142- 
13) .




Need room to GROW. 
Then this 3 Br. no-step 
home set on . 55 acre sxith 
attached double garage 
situated in Sidney d^rves 
your attention. With many 
fine features' I’d like to 



















This 4 Br., 3 bathroom 
home is bright & clean as a 
new pin. Ideally situated 
near schools but on a lot of 
just under Vi acre there is 
lots of room for the family 
to . grow —: both- irisideV& ’ 
^ outside. ’ Pne^ ; W^ at;
; 574,900, there is a mortgage
2sv; x33 1/8 

















ff YOU ENJOY GARDENING, do il 
yeor rourd using on dumlnum erd 
gloss greenhouse! VYfit© for free 
brochure , to: B.C. Greenhouse 
\ Buildefs. 7323 • 6th $t., Burnoby. B.C.
-V3N 3L2zMaiJ orders f>ow cvaiicbfe. 
r/ti - ■'.
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 63 
[SAANICH]
The-following clerical voconcies ore 
ovoiloble whhJn the Saanich School 
District:
Oerk i (Library Aide) • Mount Newton 
School. 16 hours per week. 10 months 
per year, effective April G8, 1980. 
Salary range 1980: $5.99/hour to 
S6.65/hour.
Oerk it and Clerk 111 combined, ef- 
fectrve April 08, 1980: Clerk ll (Clerk- 
Typist) - Mount Newton School. 8 
boors per week. 10 months per yeor. 
Solory range 1980; $6.32/hour to 
S6.95/hoor; and. Clerk Ml (Clerk- 
Stenogropher)-Brentwood/Ourrance 
Schools, 8 hours per week. 10 months 
per yeor. Typing 60 wpm, shorthand 
80 wpm end bookkeeping training 
ore minimum requirements. Solary 
fonge 1960: S6.70/hour to
S7.35/bour.
Applkotion forms for the obove 
positions are ovoMabl© from the 
School Boord Office. 9751 Third 
Street. Sidney, 3.C.. telephone 656- 
1111. Closing dote is 12 o'clock roon, 
Monday^ Mcrch 31, 1980.
R.S. Ingram. 
Secretory-Treosufer 
School District No. 63 
(Soonich) 
P.O. Box 2010. 
Sidney. B.C.V0L3S4 
.'13
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, pan one 
full time help needed in Sidney end 
Brentwood Area. Earn above 
overoge woges. Phone 478-9566. 24-
CHICKS - brown egg layers. whHo 
leghorns, white rocl«, order early 
ship anywhere. Napier Chick Soles, 
67 43 - 216th St., Box 59. Milner. B.C. 
VOX 110,534-7222. tf
MOST PHASES ol gordening ond 
•ondscoping • also gorden deficf 
Coil Chofles Vautrin, 656-1595 ofter 5
FRH TO A GOOD HOME, part Newfie 
puppy. 12 weeks old. Housebroken. 
652-1671. 0146-13
p.n lO-lf
Both Mayor Norma 
Sealey and Sidney-North 
Saanich chamber of 
commerce president Ray 
Moore said they were 
“encouraged” by the 
report.
SPEEDY GARDEN SERVICE. Good 
reliable work. Pleose coll ofter 4 p.m. 
656.6859. li
PSESDMALS
HANDYMAN - smoll opplionces. 
leoky fouceis, broken cord ends etc. 
No fob loo smoll, fair prices. George 
McConnell. 656-7670. 12
NO JOS TOO SMALL Young English 
carpenter, 5 years opprenticeship. 
Guoranteed work. Coll Steve 656- 
5819, tf
DIVORCE! SlOO -r filing fees. We 
prepore your divorce papers O'^ef the 
phone — fast. Fo» more informotion 
call THE LAW SHOPPE of JACK D. 
JAMES. M.B.A., LLB. toll-free 112- 
800-663-3035 (in Voncouver crec call 
687-2442). Chorgex and Master- 
chorae welcomed. 38'tf
Sealey said the report 
contains key economic 
studies that suppon a 
breakwater in Sidney, and 
added it would give “the 
real push” the breakwater 
has needed.
ADTOS I 88ATS 
FOR ms
INFORMATION ON 1974 FireBird 
Trans AM. Alberta Lie. TBC813, Phone 
collect 403-347-328. 0139-15
MEAT BAND SAWS. The idea! sow for. 
the Home butcher^ Metcl conslnjcted. 
Can be shipp^ anywhere. Phone: 
"oyioe Irxiustrtei Lld.^ P06) 752-4219./ 3.86^re;^vel.cleared, ail of ^.000,atylOVi^ for a : 
servic^. Low^t sq. ft. cos : few'months rnore. > garage sale, Morob 29.9 o.m. 





For Rent. Apporox. 640 sq. 








, Great future potential, 
family oriented. Financing 
can be arranged. Call now.
656-7630 656-4000
Saanich Peninsula






ywiNG RANGE.; good: cotxJition; ^ 
yrs. old. S175. 656-7702. evening.
' 0125-i V'-'; "
PROPYLON TWIST Ceylonese rug. 
powder blue. 9 x 12 plus heavy rug 
cushion. $100. 652-9975. (0119-13
COMPLETE VILAS ROCK maple dining 
roorn end living room suites in very 
good condition. Price, S2,000 for lot. 
Wiil consider selling dining room for 
S800 or living room for $1,200. 
BepJacemeni value $5,000 or more. 




REQUIRES/ A / 2ND 
OR 3Rb YEAR G.G.A 
,,STU'DENT.,;";:fSen;d 
Resume to Box Q/ c/o 
Sidney Review, P.O. 




1969 Chev. y, pick-up, 
51,200
1974 Roadrunner, 6 wheel 
equipment ; Hrailor, 5th 
wheel. Like new. 52,950. 
Vanguard pick-up canopy, 





SAAN. PENINSULA GUIDANCE 
ASSOCIATION services for the 
fomily, individual, marriage and 
fomily counselling. 656-1247. 2440 
Sidney Ave. (Town Hell). tf
INCORPORATE! $200 plus filing fees. 
Incorporate yourself - lost - over the 
telephone. Our forms and typing 
services ore lawyer approved. CoU 
Self Counsel Services toll free 112- 
800-663-3035. Chargex . and 
Mcsterchorqe opproved. : 47-tf
FRENCH IMMERSION 
A , ^dupy-jof ;:./in,ierested;
' 1968. 2 ';4bor / p.tp.b/;' ,
$475.00 d J.O.; -1965 4 aoor OW- 
sraobld/ $450.00 O.B.O, Both good 
;runn«r. Phona 656.64S7. 01S7-13






24414 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney, B.C. 656-1154 
M,L.S. REALTORS
«' CAMPERITTE Icr w!». $750 Of b«*t 
offer. Coll ofter 5 p.m, 656-<i6B8. Ice 
box, Svo burner stove end sink. 0109-
14
1991 JAYCO 26' DELUXE Troller svith 
owning. Folly equipped. Used 4
BOOKKEEPER SECRETARY ex­
perienced person required for 
perrranent position. AppUcont must 
hove obiiity to a'«ai v/ith the public 
previous bookkeeping . experience 
ond an accurate typing speed of ot 
least 50 wpm. This is o busy office 
requlrmg o seif motivoted industrious 
person please apply in writing to 
P.O. Bex X*99. Sidney B.C. 13
67FSCN3 TOW TRUCK P.S.P.B. Rebuilt 
390 VV/20 Ton Split-Boom crone, side- 
jod^s. etc. Al-sHope Excellent 
recovery truck SS950.00 O.B.O. For 
informotion phone 462-7645 or P.O. 
flcx83. Mople Ridge. B.C. V2X7E9. , 
NA - 13
parents are exploring the 
i possibility of french im-; 
mersion for grade two 
starting September, 1980. 
Please caU 652-1873 or 652- 
2717. [0127-13]
FOR SALE
64 CHEV PICKUP. 6-cy>. 1^0$ w«ll. 
Offers on S500. 658-5535- oHer 5 p.m.
'15 '
MR. ft M». DOUG LAMS wish to 
onnounc© the-engagement of their 
daughter Kerri Morie to Peter C. 
VonDeMuIr of Prince Rupert, B.C. 
V/edding to toko place August 9th, 
Sidftey. 0115-13
Sealey said the federal 
Small Craft Harbours 
Branch will receive a copy 
of the report and will be 
examining it.
The report will also be 
used by Sidney as pan of its 
application for funding to 
the small craft harbours 
branch, “so it looks good”, 
Sealey said.
Meanwhile, Moore said it 
comes as “no surprise” that 
there is a need for ad-r 
ditional berthing in this 
area, and said the report 
just Vcould be the “in-; 
centive” needed - for a 
breakwater;
Regional economic 
planner Brian Weekley 
presented the report to the 
regional planning and 
economic committee, 
warning them that unless 
additional marina facilities 
were built soon, there could 
be a possible black market. 
— with boats that have;
week*. L«*rt oi $3,500. $9,900 Firm. 
Prlvote. 656-0363, 0107-13
SHAKLEE HEALTH producrt for sole. 
656-4839. 0104-15
BU$ BOY FOR THE Waddling Dog Inn 
dining room. Must be deon. r^eat in 
oppeoronce and obi*,- to work 
evenings end weekends. Apply in 
person to Jim Konroth between the 
hour* of 3 and 5 p.m. 0140-13
6r VOLKSWAGON Fastbock. Taking 




1974 IB'y'RtinclI. SMtt ilx. IlS 'n.p. 
Evirtrgd*. lull comp«f lop, $3,800. 
652-4844. 0112-13
BABYS CIBB, vKykcratl. 
hcovyduly crib. 652-1055
• nop lock, 
0126-13
GARAGE SALE, Sa-vrdoy, 29iK 










BBIOCATINOT CENTURY 21 UFIANOS
REALTY <90 .l>*lp. Wivi» u» or temp tn
•tt tM ;''Kl4 t-stf-f W gl;,,;,. 
laool*',-: B.C: V3A 404.- flower 
Molnlond) Fhon* 53O-0r«9 f. ' NA.13
MARINAPARK
Attractive 1 bedroom vihil 
in local complex. Covered 
balcony. Elevator * stove, 
fridge, inel; 5.30,000.
/...'.'■'QUIET .' '
.,T3 acre lot in quiet area of 
North Saanich. Some 




56’ furnished mobile home 
on Vi acre in the Deep Bay 
area. Fully serviced & 
skirted. MLS. S32,(X)0.00
lit*; qu>tk toih 
Vt'YXO. 65 l»»av*f(o! u»«.J d«»j4id 
ocrei, m'Je.fak* Irp.-.tc^j* ,.'Aii 
l»rY<(4'r atl|Ot«nt b»w »uWr»>»ron 
M.(|hwo'» 24, Brktj* lofc», B.C. Fhar.*
593.4475, ,. ; na.i4
WALKER DOOR LTD. EXPANSION 
SALE.. Hurryron# week only • Mpech 
29 - April 5. DOORS • B.C. » kjweil 
prlcet. V/lnriowi • economy 
pSummum. 2 (eol 10 ir«h width, loncy 
curved mohojooy doory $99,00; 
deadPpM lock» $8.40 ppnelled from 
door* (domooedi $49,CO: 3 loot Pi- 
$15.CO ■ 6 isot $32.CO. panoi)# 
lock ie’« $3,99. while double gkiied 
windewY — 3«3 $58CO 4'»3'
$5* 00 5 »3' $76.00, thermo ppho
doer, $734 MjMy llO'.30.n»
CsnadoY iorsen leiechcn, .Wetker, 
Door Ltd Vontouver 266-11(51. 1366 
SW, lAorine Drive V6f’ 5J9 or North 
Voneouver 985.9714.: 1569 Gorden 
Ave, V7R3A.5 ' : HA.t4
THE INTERIOR NEWS in Smilhert B.C. 
it jeeking retumes f<om reporlen in 
order to mointoin a current file ol 
interetled penony. Repliet ore lo be 
directed to Bruce Bu*by, Editor. The 
Intoriof Newi. Box 25W Smither* 
B.C.VOJ2NO. NA-13
CANOES; BUILD YOUR OWN wood 
ond convo* .16 fool conoe with our 
««y to onemble kit. Write for free 
brochure. 643 Whitchurch St,. North 
Voncouver V7l 2A5. NA-13
LARGE B-BAY GARAGE, fully 
equipped, ample parking, new 
cement block building with hoUt. 
Building, »tock. equipment, 2 lott for 
only $125,000. SVrite Box 358, Merrill, 
B.C. VOK2BO. NA-13
tOnOR WANTED; Bi-weekty com- 
munity newspopor. Take complete 
chorge conieni ond ediloriol »ioH. 
Good lolory and compony beneliii 
Send roiume Merlddn Bootter Box 
830, lleydrninjter, Soik: S9V IQ.
N * - ! 3 '
76 GLASSFIY BOAT, 21h.. Sedan 
iiyle, 165 Mercruijer, ittrn convoi. 
CB. OS. tandem Roodrunner Iroiler, 
$11.530.479-57132. If
PARTNER ■ Experienced in Marketing 
ond/or Office Management lor South 
Okonqgon preiilgioui manufocloring 
firm. Copllol $50,000 ■ $200,COO. 
preferred. Confldontiol oniweri 
before March 31. Write Box 3590 
Otoyooi B.C. VOH IVO. NA-13
mi SEBV’wSS G 
EgoiPMMi roRsm
FORT NIUON LAUNDRY ond Dry 
Cleaner*. For inlormoHon phone774- 
6650 or T74-64I1 or write; Do* 56. 
ForiNelion. B.C. VOC IRO. NA-13
PENINSULA 
SINGLES CLUB 
Invites all single, divorced, 
widow'cd or separated 
persons to their Sunday 
night coffee and dancing 
social, 7:30-10:00at 
New Dimension Studios 
755 Yates Street 
Free disco lessons. For 
further information Call 
382-0333.
[0144-13]
PUBLIC HEALTH NURSE 
Health And Welfare Canada 
Medical Services Branch
;''-'/,'Alert Bay, B.C.;;',.',
This competition is open to both men and women 
who aj e residents: of ' the province of British
'Golumbia.'''.f ■■■■''.'■■'"■';.'f
SALARY: 515,999 t $18,867 per annum. Under 
review; '': . -';■■'. ■.'■''■■■^^-.'.'■'■
DUTIES: Provides a comprehensive Public Health 
Nursing service to the Indian population in a remote 
community through Health Education and related 
clinics, family cientered health services, school health 
programs and home visits.
QUALIFICATIONS: Eligibility for registration as a 
Nurse in a province or territory in Canada and a 
Diploma or Certificate in Public Health or a 
Bachelor of Science Degree in Nursing. Knowledge 
of English is essential.
NOTE: Other locations in similar isolated areas also 
require nurses,
Additional job information is available by writing to 
the address below or calling Harold Coad at 666- 
2160,
Toute information relative a ce concours est 
disponible en francais et peut etre obtenue en 
ecrivant a I’adrcsse suivante.
Send your application form and/or resume’, quoting 
Reference Number 80-V-NHW-34, before April 7, 
1980 to: Harold Coad, Staffing Officer, Regional 
Pacific Unit, National Health and Welfare, P.O. 
Box 10121, 1100 - 701 West Georgia Street, Van­
couver, B.C, V7Y 1C6 Clearance Number: 710-059- 
032,




129$ *0. FT, piu» lin!«bt«,i b.mmti'M, 
3 o boulil# aita.tb»d gotagt
o>i«f loigii,bi, J13 X 135 ii;, |,;|| gti-t,
:$#9,5i00, Fboita65<;-20>ltl 0136-I3
TWO MOROOM TOWNHOUSE, F»tt« 
Slf*«i. SibtMty. VFp»h»t: ilryt.r, Itida* 
oxxJ iipvk, r -i botbfpowt : A»oiiof»i« 
Atw.i 1 I'WO. ♦'l•.t««6$3,4^79, <W(.»2
OUR lAAIl ORDER CATAlOOUf
toniqln* morvy ®ld.loiiltk:,n»d hotd-i« .
, g*( ^t•m»', lo<m p<*i»«i,
Sunpitvg 9id». ttot»t4«i HA*! bPwN
/oppW th*rry •lonp;*., witv ■;
d.'n,tu. m,il/», , tH/ggini, box-
Sonti ’ ^•lf■oddl'6»♦♦d. '
lot d»toil4,, fix*
Ftaiit.' Dtpaitmixri |41B Rout* 4, 
•'om^W »i4,»top* Ipr d«wll<.:Th# 
Fioft**;, FIoca: OAponmAtM ' UI6:
; RouIA 4. AylmAf, Oi'.lorio N$H 2S3.:
ft A1 I 4 ■■■■ ...........
SENIOR WEI OFFSET PRESSMEN - 
lorgA wtb olfjAl tAtt'rol printing 
plo^-t fAquiiAt *Anicr ptAnmAo. Mull 
K?.* ab'IIN '3 Ksn.^!* 3
•b(fi opAtalion. BfO»i Aquipm«ni 
mo»nlaiiv*d t,} h,gb»i tiondord*. WaU 
toon pi B.C, Solofy in lb# mid TCm 
lOogA plui liirg#i, Wa oxa looking 
lor 0 lo*i» tbofg# mpn wilb tompl#!# 
’Afbniitol kno'wltdgA Box 159 < 6 
BCYCNA.iOCd. 207 W»n Moiling* 
S'lAAl, VontOuYAt, B.C, V6# IH7. NA-
13'"
FIREWOODS - /.ut to ofdw. Ctdor 
pott* ond /Oil*. SaIaci tt»A foiling. 
Phon# 656-4213. tf
iim
TIRED OF TNE RAT RACB9 UvA In
No/tbA/n 6 C, with ikilivg camping 
li*h,ng, bunting E*io6|i*hAd 
ouicmoiixA lobbA/ iaowi/a* two 
kalAIRAOpI# Witb jobb#/ #xpAtiA/<CA. 
fop wog#* 'pnd bAnAltii. O/pai 
•vb»/A , lot wp/k and lo.mllf t(lA. 
R»*oin» to Box 3636 i/niiftA/*, |,C.; 
vOtiUO. , NA.13
$0 ACRES VUKOF4 WATERFRONT, SS
/nil*!* Windy Am* .togi*b Uk», 
finqul/i#* lo' Ootdon 0;*fly, CAntury 
21 SlingAt RaoiIi I'd- ?5' H»/m Po»k : 
•pyol, VVa*! Vancai/x#/; R C, V7T 
'H9, :NAI2
NEW LISTING 
Immaculate 2 year old split 
level home in Sidney on well 
landscaped 75’x120’ lot, 
Hasement partially 
develojied. Sepatate 14x22 
workiShop with heavy duty 
wiring, Owner built home. 







„ ■, CXIMPLETION . . 
Renting now . 2 bcdioom 
suites in Marina Court, 
9843 Second Street, Sidney. 
.'VditltOfter,ted, ipacious, 
and attractive with fireplace 
from 542)0,00 per month. 




..... ■ ^ ' (062-11.26 ,'
MOIlMII > MAC«A,W4i SUPPLIES: F/##'
coi.aioguA V'or,iom« lupp*'#* o/td/ 
N',ok* ;lpi' all , youi ,'r,««d*. V«/ii#^" 
M.at/am#: Hut., 31»3 ■ Na** .'Axa., 
W'mnipig Mon;»3JIAS f4AI3
lutib, IT Tmi R 7oru'ssTl'oi-J’T'*
woll* • Ia/ka» - poik5-*ior«gA - 
we/k*twpi • Iptm buiWingi No 
pq-ntmg tx Imubing lAquttiKi Moaivy 
fkjiy li*ilu»i/'<>! l-bA/jIa** pan#'* 5 
01, mofAtiot , 4lk iqua/« Ipoi 6 oi.
molA/io! : KX. tquotA Ip-a’, 6 oi.
moiAnol - M4 •q*4sr» loot. Coll today 
0/ ri'Of (>». NUFAB 22470 ftmtt 
Highwily Longlpy, B.C. VIA 4P6. 
PhonA$30“6»l. NA-13.
STEEL FAIRICATORI - Union iboplull 
com pan;, bAn»fl** *nili wp/k, 
VcKOltdn * NpnH Okfl.nogon xfltlt* of 
b#oulilul B.C- Molt /A*um# ip PAt- 
njnnAl Mu/togpr. Bo* R, Solmoo Atm, 
B C ,V«, arc. FHoo# 832-7116. NAt3
'»-A*H1W!imiWtia#«U'*.'4,«NH-W.A-.XA-W4.™A-*-W*/-WA-W~
WAItlR/WAITItlSS f*qu)/Ad Isf 






fltc lariicbi one slop 
;l:miipiiicni Rcniiil Yard on 
iiiic Saanich I’cninsiila. 
Aui lull i/cd dciilci (or^ 
TOKO., l.AVN NHOV antL 
SNAPPFR,






McDonald Park Road, 
Sidney
does not pay past c.xpcnses 
and take respon-sibility for 
the storage of his personal 
property hyMar. .30/80. the 
same will be sold for ex­
penses, Call 477-4838 after 
6 p.rn,
(0118-13)
A SHOW OF PAINTINGS lY JoycA 
Mllchall to b« hold ol DoIai Piciu/a 
Croft*, 783 Fort St . Victoria. Opanlng
Sun.-io,. M.orth X Centi.-Uing dolly
9:30 -5 .30 to April 5. 13
QUAIITY ARTISANS r»qu<rad lot tb# 
larg#*l (utl#d An* and Ctolti *h<,w 
prtd *ol« in W#*i#fn Conodo, For 
oppllcoiksn* cxid inlotmotion w,*if» 
Bo» 433.Cranbrook B.C VIC4V9 
N A • 1 5
CARROT RIVER, SASKt ond
iuftoundlng d-Hfct* will c#l#bral# 
th# proxint#'* 75ib anniy#r»ory wlih 
0 Mam#cornino July 10-1 l-'ia-IS, 
1980, R»»ld#nl* ond latmat r#»ld#nli 
«r# : lnyii#d ;io oiund. For In- 
formotlon and program »#nd nom# 
and oddr#** to; C#t#brol« Sotkot- 
ch#won Commiil## Box 167. Cortot 
Riv#t $o*k sot OlO NA13
PUT A LITRE SUNSHINE IN 
YOUR DAY . ..
Btiei^ESS PERSONALS OBITUARY
V hor i/cd 
, \V' a r r a n i y 
Sen icc Ceiiirc, CAKE DECORATING
WORK WANTED
21 CUBIC FOOT d**p )f»#l* Gpo.d 
ccmdiinw, $1*0. ’Fou* b*6n .bog 
<b0i.r«. $25 •ach. 6$6-6074 0V13-13
witiMWpyHxnimAb'WAiAM
tWI I* CUIK YARD P E M
tx«.a**aiai. tttindard tiw<»#t, wytth 
<##'♦>. GAl, p<)w»r: low hour* - 
Voncpu'r#r SIS2 OX) '
1671 KOMATSU D»l erio»# bind# 
wirteb. ROPS corippy,' 90*** u.’i:. '/•/y 
gnpfl OpPiTiting tpniFitlpn - ChiPwynd 
S4» MO. :
lAw «4C A.'wWfineo .}'.jnpt» f V 
4 YubK.yordO* ttwckpt 25.|xJ5d6oe 
lug 80% ti«#* fvB girot'irtrt.g ‘ 
hour*. #«c»*'#nf' ■ t.a.b.'ClcAlwyfld • 
IIIS.OOO. ■ Pl'wk':'# ,33l‘344ft or »S,3. 
imf) WA.19
VOUNO MAN, 27 V»8f» old 11 ywj.** 
tonitfult«M1 #xp#ri»n<#, 4 y*or
Mfpwniry 0PP'A|n*lc»»'f'>P 'n b#ayy 
contifuctipn iiwfc* •mploym#ni in 




Wtdding onnlvartary »tc. Top* ond 
firnainant* bn bond. Phpn# MorybSB- 
«*58, (696-15)
INCOME TAX RITUINS FHIPARIO.
Will com# lo »botlni, *#niort. In 
Sldn#y or#<j R»o»onobl* rot**. 
Exp«fl»r>c».d 656.1290,______ _U
CAtPtNTER SEEKS JOBS ol any «i.<-*d. 
lo/g# or unoll- Addliioni, *und*-!k*, 
l*npvol«on» #tt. I»** •Uirnot#* 6S6-
‘till,.,,,..,.,™...... .....  '
(io“‘jW?oo"1mai\.
p#nt#r' willing ** <Ia f#/:.;##. ,wn.
ftnpuoiton*, pointwi.g •*«, Ati
‘J.. :-i-
tt2»7pr*5*.,U2t ' ' ' tf
JUST ME
i Owner Wiir Dorman gives 






■Vtxn Schurkrnann ,666.1*60 .
•rvnn 
30-11
WANTIDi Cow# wd fluafO Will pfly
tip prie# Apply *0 Jftfxi pr 'Jam#* 
Jail, I.sat TboA Rd.. Cobd* N*H, l.c.
: tjjj. j-U*'*,'. . .... . ...1,^
PENINSULA 
SINGLISCLUB 
March 25ih. Dance at 
McMorraii** Seavlew 
Rofim, Dancing 9-1 . dress 
informal, fioror show; B.C. 
C-liampioftshtp Dancers — 
David and Natalie Ward, 
Y ickeis, Hillside Mall, 4*19. 
7195,54.00 rOI43.|3)
GODFREY Jam#* Vh#6pbilgi, 
.po*i#d away paocnlully pnMorcb 19 
• VWtO Bom in Edinburgh Stpllond 
Jur>* 6 • 1884, a f#*id#nl of VIetprio 
ond or»o jl.nf# 1*12. lotii of 1563 Mt. 
N»wion K Rood, Surviv«d by four 
wn», John, Jom#i. Ootdon and 
Tbomp* *ix daught»f#, Ell»n, Mary, 
Motga*#!, Ruth, Joy<# ond Cbrl*ili'i*, 
th-rty.*#»#/, gror*,'j.thHdn#n; twAnty- 
nin# gr#of-grond<hlldr#n; 
nf*t#* 6nd n#ph#w#. Pn»d#«#0*#d by 
hi* wif# JatHtt, »o,t Rob#rt ond 
grondtpn Gordon A loxing tribui# 
wo* Qtv»n by R«y, I M, Sm«l«y ot a 
family *#rvlf.# 01 MfColl'i an Friday 
Marth 21, (ripw#f« gtoipfully 
d#«ljn#d,! ' '
dio« imm'io ;;TooT“5'liTrw7,"
fl C , p«xK»lui1y, ot Snanirb P»riln-
tulo Haipilol. on Martb ‘20, 1980, In 
hi* ftOth y*«r, Surylv#dl by hi* wif#, 
.N#l. Mpmpikii i#rvu# wMf b# b#ld
4J..nnd.'aY My-rh J4 nr 7 p m in *k#
Kingrtam Mall of J#ho«ob'i WrtnilF,
' R1S1 l6*i laonkh Rood, Crimmlan,, 
Aff0tvg«m»,iii mtougb th# Momofial 
tei«i»ly of B,C,'. end Flr»i Memorial 
S*rv«r#4 II
“SORRY, WE SELL THEM, BUT WE DON’T REMOVE THEMF
- PLEASE NOTE NEW HOURS-
9:00 a#m. to 1:00 P.M.
Mon. ta Fri.
Simshinif Sewpinna'l Service \
6S6-564I 2!4,V itiacon Ave,






















Alt types of brick and Mock work, 
new fireploces or repair your old 
one — no fob too smoll.
656-5091
Full References 
•22 years plumbing 
experience in B.C. 














Residentoil, Commerciol ond 
Golf Course Construction.





Fence Posts, Digging, 50 















Through Steam Extraction 





Stucco - Drywall 


















“Big or small 
we will do them all’’
98101 Fourth St. 
Sidney
656-1811




















and Tractor Service 
Rotovating & Levelling 











“No Job Too Small” 
656-5604
THE ROOFER
For all your roofing 
needs.
Shakes, Shingles, Tar & 











Renovations - Concrete 
placing - Driveways - 





PLASTERING . ' 
STUCCO





















Duct work, Chimneys, 
Boilers, Oil Stoves. 
Residential Com­
mercial.

















with ^ yeors/, experierKe In 
Electronic Mointenorice and
7Repdirs.:77:>7';:~„,
PUR StUCCQ BEFORE YOU 
PAINT. , '
6,56-2064.‘’ i' __‘ ,! i ! I
KEYS-LOCKS 
LUBRICANTS
; Bonded Insured 
Car S House openups
L9CI:C0.L&CL Phone 656-4211







1864 .lohn Rd: 
656-2691
Quick — Tidy — Efficient
Get ready for summer 
iPower flush your motor! 
including thermostat, J45.| 
Open Mon. • Fri. 9 - 4:30 | 
I p.m., Sat. 8 -1:00 p.m. 




























Morine, Auto & Safety Gloss 
Window Glass • Mirrors" 
Windshields Installed " 





COMPLETE BOILER REPAIRS “ 
FABRICATING a WELDING 
GOVERNMENT APPROVED 
24 HOUR SERVICE 





If you have a view that troubles you...perhaps a blank 
wall on the garage, an ugly fence, a homely garden shed, 
or just some neighbours that seem to spend longer than 
seems absolutely necessary looking out their windows, 
in your direction...what you may need is a vine or two.
Perhaps the vines could be attached to a fan trellis, or 
grown against a wall or on a strategically placed post, or 
maybe on an arbor, or even a pergola.
Please, if you are in a new house, and you want to 
plant against a wall, do investigate the soil where you 
would like to put in your vine. I have nothing against 
builders, but some of them have the habit of bulldozing 
soil in against the foundations. That soil may be 
covering a massive amount of broken plaster, chunks 
of cement, shattered glass, tangles of wire, swaths of 
wet insulation, empty lunch bags... just a whole 
assortment of some of the worst planting medium you 
can imagine!
If this is the case, you will have to dig out the whole 
mess, and put in a healthy amount of decent soil.
Vines which will “cling” to plaster or wood, are 
climbing hydrangeas, English Ivy, euonymus, and 
Boston Ivy.
Vines which will “cling” to plaster or wood, are 
climbing hydrangeas, English Ivy, euonymus, and . 
Boston Ivy.
Vines which “twine” need something to hold them, 
such as a trellis, wires, netting or post of some sort.
Some of these vines are Virginia creeper, climbing 
roses, wisteria, honeysuckle, silver-lace vine, grapes 
and clematis.
One thing to remember if you ever plan to paint your 
house is that the vines will have to be moved out of the 
way. A trellis hinged at the bottom, so that the vines 
may be lowered to the ground while you paint; struck ^ 
me as a clever idea, (not mine, unfortunately!)
Some plants that would provide you with a summer’s 
privacy, but would die over the winter are scarlet runner 
beans, sugar snap peas, thunbergia, nasturtiums, and 
the sweetly fragrant sweet peas.
To-day because they are so popular, and because 
some people report poor results, tuid wonder why lets
discuss that beautiful vine, the clematis. I am onli;
familiar with one evergreen clematis, c^led 
‘‘Armandi” which is almost ready to bloom right' now.
It has clusters of moderately large greenish white 7 
flowers, very dramatic against a dark coloured building.
I find this clematis needs to be tied up, and suffers to 
some extent frbrri wind damage, biu it is sof lovely it 
makes up fpr7any additi6nal7troubte : There are inany7 




WHY NOT TRY THE AFFORDABLE 
BEST?
ACCOUNTANT






-Smoll Buslnoas Accountii I4.|f





To Leather & Suede 
Garments expertly done 
at TOP LEATHER 
FASHIONS
2497 Beacon 656-0331








Sidney, B.C. Phone 6564170
Marine
Backhoe Work, Trucking
BACK r-ILLING - ■ LOADING 
SEPTIC TANKS 
FILTER BEOS 
SEWER STORM DRAINS 
WATER LINES










; LONGTIME i 
I SIDNEY BUILDER |
I Now specializing in j 
I finishing carpentry, ■ 
I cabinets and built-ins, j 
j rumpus rooms, repairs, I 
I additions -- no job too | 
I small. j
j Renovate and Save i 
I FREE ESTIMATES i
ROY’S ALLBAY MARINE SERVICES l.TI). 
10134 McDonald Park Rd.
656-7023
llpiliPPRIPIlWHIiWIMIIIIWWW m«rCrui/«f 
lACIORY AlJTIIORI/,ED REPAIR SHOE 
O.M,C. STERN DRIVE - JOHNSON AND 
EVIMUJDE OlilHOARDS. MERCKIJISER 
STERN DRIVE,













e backhoe service 





















A & B BOAT TOPS
Complete llooi IJpholtlery 
A Convo8 Bool tops
Compel CuLhlont 
, Repair!












Thursday: 9:30 a.m., 
lapidary, 10 a.m., weaving, 
carpet bowling; noon; 
lunch; 1 p.m., bridge 
concert with Screnaders; 
dressmaking, weaving; 7 
p.m., crib.
Friday: 9:30 a.m.,
Spanish; 10 a.m., .senior 
ceramics, quilting, keep fit; 
noon, lunch; 1 p.m., chess 
club. Silver “T” Bells 
practice, stretch and sew; 2 
p.m., Jucko; 7 p.m., 
evening cards, Village 
Squires trip Saturday and 
Sunday open 1 p.m. to 4 
p.ni. for drop-ins.
Monday: 10 a.m. dance 




Serving Sidney, Central 
& North Saanich, 
656-1920
billiards; noon, lunch; 
12:30 p.m., ceramics; 1 
p.m., swim club; 2 p.m., 
films; 7:30 p.m., bingo.
Tuesday: 9:30 a.m., 
lapidary; 10 a.m.,
Screnaders practice, 
painting; noon, lunch; 1 
p.m.,, whist, St. John’s 1st 
Aid, painting; 7 p.m. 
Shuffieboard and games.
Wednesday: 10 a.m, 
novelties; noon, hot dinner;
1 p.m., discussion group; 
Easter Bonnet parade; 2 
p.rn., concert Screnaders; 7 
p.m,, duplicate bridge.
Trip tickets on sale: 
Sooke Museum and 
Donkey Farm - April 15; E 
& N Rail to Quallcum 
Bench ■ May 8/9.
leave you to decide which you prefer.
Clematis like a cool moist soil, but like their heads in 
the sun. The easiest way to accomplish this is to plant a 
shrub in front of.the clematis to provide shade. 7 
Another requirement 7 is a Timed soil; : and you 
shouldn’t cultivate deeply around the roots. You can 
escape cultivation by mulching over the roots with leaf- 
' mold. ,_■ , ' ^
Some clematis will die to the ground during a severe 
winter, or new growth in the spring may be killed by a 
late frost, but usually the plant will put forth fresh 
growth, so be patient. Hilda Walker, of North Saanich, 
suggests that new clematis plants should be planted 
quite deep...up to the first leaf nodes, so that if a late 
frost does occur, killing the top growth, the plant has a 
second chance to come from the root.
Pruning of clematis is more or less optional. Some • 
bloom on old wood, .so only dead branches should be 
.removed, and the plant primed back only enough to 
satisfy your taste for rampant growth.
Other clematis bloom on this year’s wood, and these 
may be cut to the ground if you wish.
Wc had a Jackmani clematis, in Prince George (the 
one with the huge blue-purple blossoms) Every winter it 
appeared lo die, but each spring it fairly burst from the 
ground, grew a rapid 10 or 12 feet, and produced an 
extravagant number of flowers. Very satisfactory!
One year il also produced an enormous pale yellow 
spider, which made a very neat little house by binding a 
leaf into a sort of cone, It was a very beautiful spider, 
and wc grew quite ullachcd lo it. Unfortunately, unlike 
the clematis, it didn’t return with the next spring.
Time now to plant perennials,..most of them will be 
showing signs of growth. Time, also, if your ground is 
workable, to pul in all vegetable seeds, except (please 
note) except beans, beets, corn, cucumber, all the 
squaslics and melons, which need a warmer soil, Time 
to start your tomato seed Indoors, and a very good time 
Iqplani roses.













MARINI; FHGlHI S 
Dltqi ANDGAS
rAhuiMlnU' v«linM!l tyil.int. F(.r 
plniHuio, tnmiHMrtioInnri (nhmg
656-5633




■■ •. RE-STRING--EEI.TING '
• ONSKillT ASPECIALiV
• AD.Il),S1 & YOU E HAMMERS
.ACTION & .SOUND SERVICF. TO 
i'Uhl.U — i i:ALHbli.S,
SCHOOL OL MUSIC, CT UBS .St CHURCHES 
69.50 WALLACE DR., BRENTWOOD BAY
AJAX HOME anti 
OFFICE CLEANERS
Wlivlowi ■ Floor! * Carp.!* 




★ LOCALLY OWNED AND OPERATED
★ LOCAL BILLINGS
★ DEPENDABLE AUTOMATIC DELIVERY
★ BURNER SERVICE




Alia Howimfl. Will t(»(iv*f or.. IO 
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being held by the Deaf and 
Hard of, Hearing of 
Vancouver Island, For 
those who would like to 
participate, subject of the 
posters is What It Is Like 
To Be Deaf;.
Send posters to Poster 
Contest,T)caf ond Hard of 
Hearing Institute, No. 7 - 
671 Fort Street, Victoria, 
V8Wia7. Deadline is April 





Central Saanich sentori 
held a meetInK March 20 at 
2 p.m. in the Lion’s Club 
Hnll (Ikst Saanich Road 
near Islnind View Road).' ' 
After the meeting
everyone enjoyed a social 
singsong ami refreshmenli.
.. All. SCillul .''citizCttS •'iVitiUijtg 
in Ontral Saanich are 
invited to attend an Easter 
social on April 3 al 2 p.m.
Page 18 THEREVIEW Wednesday, March 26,1980
Cimuiiiiig denies blackmarket story Band remembers
The scare that a black market in 
moorage space for boats is currently 
operating in North Saanich appears to 
be just that — a scare.
And the man who is credited with 
disclosing the black market operation 
says the blame lies with the Victoria 
news media.
North Saanich Aid. Jim Cumming 
was quoted in the Victoria Press and on 
CHEK-TV as saying there is a black 
market in moorage space in North 
Saanich.
Cumming allegedly made the com­
ment during a Capital Region District 
committee meeting last week. However,
when pressed to elaborate after the 
meeting Cumming apparently refused, 
saying only that legal advice is being 
sought on complaints within North 
Saanich.
Monday morning Cumming said the 
whole issue was blown out of proportion 
by the media. In fact, he said a total of 
four words led to the “black market”
story.
Cumming said he was at the meeting 
to hear a report from regional economic 
planner Brian Weekley on boating 
facilities within the Capital Region 
District.
Weekley told the committee that if the
CRD continues to stall or prevent ex­
pansion of moorage facilities a black 
market will be created where people who 
have a lease would sublet it and make 
ntoney doing it, said Cumming.
Cumming said all he added was, “We 
have that now.” He stud this was picked 
up by the media and blown into a story 
on black market operations within the 
CRD.
Cumming said he was simply referring 
to a case for which North Saanich has 
sought legal advice.
Though he again refused to elaborate 
Monday morning, it is well known that 
North Saanich council is taking legal
action against a resident who first 
constructed an illegal wharf, and then 
rented out space on the wharf.
At a recent council meeting. North 
Saanich approved a motion calling for 
its municipal solicitor to request the 
wharf be torn down.
Aldermen indicated at the meeting the 
lady had been threatened by council 
earlier, but had continued to ignore the 
threats.
The wharf has been in place one year.
The action followed a lengthy 
discussion in which council tried to 
come to grips with a policy governing 
illegal private wharves.
The shellfish closure on 
Saanich Peninsula beaches 
has angered East Saanich 
Indian band manager Gus 
Underwood. '
Underwood says when 
the band was first ap­
proached by Central 
Saanich council about 
installing a sewage treat­
ment plant on band land it 
was told there would be no 
problems.
Now, 10 years down the 
road everything’s polluted, 
he says. At meetings, he 
remembers, the band was 
told there would be no 
pollution and was assured 
there would be no con­
tamination of beaches. Saanichton Bay and on
The East Saanich band Pender, Saturna, Salt 
harvests crabs and shellfish Spring and Mandarte 
on James Island, Islands.
david Ingram’s
In a letter to Hugh 
Curtis, MLA, Saanich 
school district trustees will 
say it is time the department 
of highways got off its 
' fundament and called a 
conference to talk about the 
dangerous crosswalk at 
Beacon and Seventh Street 
in Sidney.
“We asked for this 
meeting last May,” said 
board chairman Lois 
Walsh Monday night “and 
it hasn’t taken place yet. 
Beacon is becoming a very 
busy street and 1 would like 
to see a report from the 
RCMP on the danger at 
this crosswalk. Apparently
no one has asked for one.”
In a letter to Sidney 
council, Mrs. Eleanor 
Hacker, president of Sidney 
elementary parents 
auxiliary , said it was time 
someone looked into the 
possibility of a red flashing 
light at the intersection or, 
at least, the provision of an 
adult crossing guard.
“At the present time 
intermediate students are 
being used as crossing 
guards and we feel that this 
is too great a responsibility 
for this age group. The 
traffic from both directions 
on Beacon Street is much 
too heavy and fast moving
for these youngsters to 
handle, and it poses a real 
threat to their safety,” the 
letter reads.
“We hope that a child 
does not have to be hurt 
before the council acts on 
this request,” it concludes.
In its reply to Mrs. 
Hacker the Town of Sidney 
said the matter of the in­
tersection would be 
discussed at a forthcoming 
meeting with the 
representatives from the 
ministry of highways as that 
section of Beacon Avenue is 
the responsibility of the 
provincial government.
mwiAi
Now in Sidney So Serve You 
at 2420 Beacon 
Phone 656-4243
Income Tax Preparation
Financial Consulting and 
Bookkeeping Services
Authorized Agents for 
First City Trust
Hours;
9 to 5:30 Monday through Friday 
9 to 1 Saturday
(No Appointment Required)
ANTACID TABLETS $50’s
DI0¥AL LIQUID Fruit Flavoured. 342 ml.*2.38'
DEODORANT ban roll-on 50 ml. 4 a27
Find out about law
r,\.: At some time in your life you will probably need the 
services of a lawyer, but how do you choose a lawyer 
and what kind of service can you expect? What can you 
do if you need a lawyer but can’t afford one?
A free course called you and your lawyer will explain 
how the legal profession operates, when a lawyer is 
necessary, how much it may cost, arid alternatives to 
"hiring a lawyer. :■/-Vv,
It’s co-sponsored by the ^ People’s Law School in 
Vancouver and the Sidney branch of Vancouver Island 
Regional Library and held March 31, from 7:30 to 9:30 
p.m. at the Sidney Library on Beacon Avenue.
Pre-registratiori. is required, and this can be done by 
phoning 656-3713.
POLISH REMOVER SnoNiNG




YOU RE FKIDAY-SATURDAY MARCH 2S-29
(WHILE STOCK LASTS)
FOR HIR FOR MM FOR THEIR GARDEN
G.E. Light 'n Easy 
Iron Model FL200M
Reg. $34.95 SALE 2995
G.E. Slow Cooker 
Removable Liner 
FC210






































See-lhru smoked glass, 4 
each cups, saucers, dinner 












2411 BEACON AVE. 656-2712
•91,.
STORE HOURS; 8;30-5;30
Mon. thru Sat,
11-4 Sunday
VISA
li',
Ifc.
